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Preface 
Some decisions had to be made in the prese_ntation of this thesis. 
In the course of the project, four manuscripts were prepared and 
submitted for publication 1n journals. It was decided that these 
would be presented in the thesis as experimental Chapters 2 to 5, 
retaining the form in which they were submitted for publication. Of 
the four manuscripts submitted, that constituting Chapter 2 has 
already been published, the Chapter 3 one has been accepted 1n the 
form presented here. The manuscript of Chapter 4 (co-authored by 
A.H.D. Brown) has been submitted to Theoretical and Applied 
Genetics 1n September 1983, while the Chapter 5 one has been 
submitted to Journal of Experimental Botany in August 1983. 
A consequence of the decision to present the thesis in this form 
is that each of Chapters 2 to 5 is self-contained, with its own format 
in accordance with the particular journal's editorial policy, and with 
its own set of references. The Reference section which appears at 
the end of the thesis lists those publications cited 1n the thesis 
Introduction (Chapter 1) and Conclusion (Chapter 6). Inevitably 
therefore there wi 11 be repetition in the citing of references in these 
various places. The typeface of Chapter 2, reproduced as published 
but with new copies of photographs, differs from that of the 
remainder of the thesis. Page numbers are continuously sequenced 
throughout the thesis. 
The manuscript for Chapter 4 co-authored with A.H. D. Brown 
presents results of experiments carried out entirely by me as author 
of the thesis. The contribution by Dr. Brown comprises the 
statistical treatment of the experimental data provided by me and has 
been assessed by him as being about one-third of the paper. 
V 
SUMMARY 
The aim of the present study was to make a detailed 
quantitative, qualitative and genetic analysis of the cotyledonary 
proteins of pea seeds. The genetically determined variation in seed 
protein and protein quality characteristics of 45 lines of peas was 
examined. The seed protein characters measured were crude protein, 
extractable protein, globulin, albumin and legumin _contents, the 
protein quality characters measured were total sulfur, protein sulfur , 
carbon to nitrogen and nitrogen to sulfur ratios. It was shown that 
quantitatively the albumin fraction is as significant as either of the 
storage proteins legumin and vicilin. Correlation coefficients were 
calculated between seed weight and eight of the above characters. A 
highly significant negative correlation (r = -0. 757) was found between 
the two sulfur rich protein fractions legumin and albumin. Without 
exception lines high 1n albumin were low in legumin and vice versa. 
This relationship 1s an important consideration in breeding to improve 
protein qua! ity. 
The relative abundance and nutritional quality of the albumins, 
stressed in the first experiment, prompted the characterisation of the 
albumins at the polypeptide level. The albumins of all 45 lines 
examined contained two quantitatively major polypeptides of M 8000 
r 
and 22000. Both of these albumins are cotyledon specific proteins. 
The M 8000 polypeptides were utilised during germination indicating r 
they function as albumin storage proteins. Both polypeptides are 
relatively rich 1n sulfur amino acids as was shown by 35s labeling of 
seed proteins during their synthesis. Consistent with this, the level 
of these polypeptides was markedly reduced under sulfur deficiency 
conditions. 
The inheritance of albumin and legumin contents was studied in a 
cross, in which the parents differed in albumin and legumin contents, 
to investigate whether the negative correlation between these two 
sulfur amino acid rich fractions could be broken genetically. Four 
individual F2 seeds were identified which showed the desired 
recombination of high albumin with high legumin, indicating that 
sulfur amino acid content in these seeds should be increased. In this 
.. ,...------------------------------------, ... 
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c r oss th e g en et ic va r iation s were predom in antly addit ive f or legum in 
b ut lar g ely dom in ant for th e alb umin s. These resu its suggest that 
breeding f or improved prote in qua li t y 1s poss ib le , but must t ak e 
account of both a lbum i ns and legumin as sources of su l fur amino 
ac ids. 
Quantitative estimates of protei n content , and legu min , vi c ilin 
and albumin contents were made to measure the effect s of ex og enous ly 
applied growth regu lators on seed protein .con t ent and .compos ition in 
peas. Naphthaline-acetic acid ( NAA ) , benzyl aden ine ( B A P), absc is ic 
acid (ABA) and gibberellic acid ( GA3 ) were administered f or 30 da y s 
after full bloom. Specific responses to hormone app li cat ions were 
observed. While GA3 had no effect on prote in compos iti on ABA 
treatments caused an increase in vicilin content. Legum i n increased 
in response to NAA and BAP treatments and was further increased b y 
application of a mixture of NAA and BAP. This treatment also caused 
a marked increase in albumin content but a significant decrease in 
vicilin content. These changes 1n the level of protein f ract ion 
indicate that hormones are involved ,n regulating seed prote i n 
synthesis in peas. 
........ -------------------------~ 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
1 .1. Legume seeds 
Because leguminous seeds are of cons ide rable agricultural 
importance they have understandably been studied in great deta il. 
The high protein content of the seeds and green matter of legum inous 
plants makes the family to which they belong one of considerable 
importance,. especially in the subtropics and tropics where there is a 
great need for protein sources for human consumption. 
The pea, (Pisum sativum/ arvense) as are several other pulses, 
1s a crop with many beneficial qualities. It is comparatively high in 
protein content, up to 32 percent, with an average of 22 percent. It 
has wide adaptability, being grown from almost tropical to arctic 
conditions. The pea has no, or very low, artificial nitrogen 
requirements, since it fixes atmospheric nitrogen 1n symbiosis with 
Rhizobium in root nodules and has a yield potential as high as or 
higher than that of cereals. The protein of pea seeds is a source of 
food for man and monogastric animals, but as with other legume seeds 
these proteins are comparatively low 1n sulfur amino acids. This is 
an important factor when designing a mixed diet of cereals and 
- legumes because the total protein will be utilized only to the level of 
the most limiting essential amino acid. The extent to which peas are 
grown on a world wide basis as a grain legume crop is shown in 
Table 1.1. 
1 . 2. Why the Pea? 
The pea 1s one of the most thoroughly investigated organisms 
genetically. As pointed out by Blixt2 1n a paper "Some genes of 
importance for the evolution of the pea in cultivation" man has been 
Table 1 .1. World wide growing of dry peas. 
(f rom: FAO Production Yearbook Vol. 35, 1981 
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 1 ) 
World 
Australia 
New Zealand 
Africa 
Latin America 
Near East 
Far East 
North America 
Western Europe 
USSR 
China 
India 
France 
Burrundi 
Pulses 
World 
Australia 
Soybeans 
World 
Australia 
Cereals 
World 
Australia 
Area harvested Yield Production 
1000 ha 
7890 
59 
25 
413 
168 
33 
624 
114 
110 
4663 
1500 
600 
65693 
190 
50219 
46 
740148 
17267 
kg ha megatons 
1041 8215 
1115 66 
2800 70 
746 308 
719 121 
1419 47 
674 421 
2106 241 
2589 285 
858 4000 
1530 2300 
667 400 
4040 (highest yield) 
320 (l owest yield) 
645 
943 
1751 
1522 
2248 
1346 
42403 
179 
87941 
70 
1663828 
23242 
interest ed 1n the pea and has observed spon t aneous mu tation s in 
Pisum centur ies ago. The f irs t su ch mutant observ ed w as mention ed 
in 1306 and concerns anthocyanin; recessive a- inhib i ts anthocy an in 
production, changing flower colour from red to white and r2mov ing 
the bitter taste of the seed. Other mutants were reported around 
1500; B_ round to r wrinkled seeds, and Le long internode to le short 
* internode zig-zag orientated . Presently 295 known and symbolised 
genes are preserved 1n the pea collection at Weibullsholm Plant 
2 Breeding Institute Landskrona, Sweden . The institute is responsible 
for data storage concerning quantitative and Mendelian characteristics 
and for linkage analysis of data, collaborating with institutes around 
the world including Australia3 . 
The gene bank in Weibullsholm concentrates on preserving genes 
rather than genotypes. Until recently only two of the 295 genes were 
for protein characters. Amp I - fast and slow moving forms of 
aminopeptidase and ~- fast and slow moving forms of leucine 
aminopeptidase mapped to chromosome 3. Two more structural genes 
for proteins were mapped by Davies 4 , 5 and Matta and Gatehouse , 
Lg- I a major legumin gene to a locus near the r-tl segment of 
chromosome 7 and Cvc a convicilin gene to a locus between s and k 
on chromosome 2. Genes symbols for a number of structural genes 
for other variant forms of legumin and vicilin are stored in the data 
bank awaiting mapping. Much needs to be done , particularly with 
respect to many characters which are polygenic and are important and 
interesting from an agricultural point of view i.e. polygenic contro l of 
yield, protein content and protein composition. 
* 
Footnote: A list of gene symbols and chromosomal location of genes 
used here and elsewhere in the thesis 1s pub l ished 1n Pi sum 
Newsletter Vol. 10, 1977, by S. Blixt. 
1 . 3. Pea Breed ing 
The pract ica l uses and li mita ti ons of peas as a g r a in leg um e c rop 
and protein source have been thorough ly exam ined at t he C r op 
Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan, Canada in research 
6 programmes of production, utilisation and marketing of fi e ld peas . 
In most field pea breeding programmes the emphasis is on yi e ld , 
protein content, adaptation of breeding li nes to specif ic loca l 
environments and pest and disease resistance. In Austra lia the pea 
is a relatively minor agricultural crop, yet it makes up a third of the 
pulses grown (Table I. I). There are only two active pea breeding 
programmes 1n Australia. One is at the Victorian Crop Research 
Institute, Horsham where the grain legume breeder Dr. G.J. Berry 
has stated: ''The objectives for field pea breeding are to produce a 
cultivar which is structurally adapted to cropping, developmentally 
attuned to the growing season, with rapid vigorous growth and 
reliable high yields of good quality seed. It is also important that 
field peas fix adequate nitrogen for succeeding cereal crops and that 
optimum sowing time is not the same as for cereals". 
The other field pea breeding programme 1s at the South 
Australian Department of Agriculture conducted by Dr. S. M. Ali , a 
Plant Pathologist who breeds for disease resistance to blight, foot rot 
and charcoal rot, all three of which can severely reduced gra in 
yield 7 ' 8 . In both these programmes no mention is made of breed ing 
for increased protein content and / or protein qual ity. 
1. 4. Protein Content of Pea Seeds 
Protein content, also often referred to as crude or t otal protein , 
of pea seed flour 1s usually determined by Kj e ldah l n itrogen 
3 
determ inati ons an d mu lt i p lyin g th at nitrogen v alu e x 6 . 25 . 
Cons iderab le v ar iati on fo r prote in conten t exi st s in th e genus Pis um. 
Sl inkard 9 examined 1450 l ines, strains and va ri eti es of th e USDA 
world collection for protein content and found a range f rom 14 t o 39 
percent protein. In the Weibullsholm co l lection 836 pea lin es of th e 
spontaneous collection and 111 induced m~tation li nes were ex amin ed 
for variation in prote in content by Blixt 10 , who f ound a range 1n 
protein content of 17 to 32%. The spontaneous tollection, consisti n g 
of landraces, wild and primitives, selections, spontaneous mutants , 
cultivars and cross derivatives averaged 23.8% protein which is lower 
than that of the 111 induced mutation lines which averaged 25. 3%. 
But the induced mutants, as expected from the narrow origin , had a 
lower variation in protein content than did t he spontaneous mater ial. 
This contrasts with the finding by Gottschalk11 w ho found variation 
in protein content ranging from 16 to 33 percent in 138 X-ray and 
neutron induced mutants from one initial line. Of added interest i s 
Gottsch al k's claim that nearly al I these 138 mutants vary f rom the 
initial line in only one gene. 
1 . 5. Genes That Affect Seed Protein Conten t and Composi ti on 
A number of morphological genes have been identifi ed whi ch 
directly or indirectly affect protein content10- 15 . L ines recessive i n 
a, z, ~' r and i were found on average to h ave higher prot ein 
content than A, Z, Le, .B. and l Ii nes. 
[Mutations: A-a lack of anthocyanin production , Z-z no testa 
decolouration, Le-le reduced internode length, R-r round seed to 
wrinkled seed, .!.:l. cotyledon colour y ellow to green ] . 
,1 
"T 
Another gene , 11 mif o 11 with c lose set sha ll ow impressions on the testa, 
the so ca lled gol f bal l type, is of spec ial interest . Mifo li nes show 
the highest average yield found in th e Weibull sho lm co ll ect ion, and 
out of 10 li nes noted for their high p rotein content no fewer th an 9 
lines are recessive for mi f o combined with either i or r. The effect 
of seed shape R/ r on seed protein content and composition has been 
studied in considerable detail 41 6 11 6117 . Wrink led seeded lin es rr, 
when compared with genetically similar round seeded lines R-, have a 
higher protein content by 3 to 4%, but lower seed weight, less starch 
and lower emergence. rr lines also have lower yields but are equal 
to R- in protein yield per unit area. 
1.6. Protein Content and Yield 
Protein content and seed yield are best considered as competitive 
factors in the energy conversion process of crop productivity, and in 
most legumes investigated negative correlations between protein 
content and 
content to 
yield 
yield, 
were found. In peas this correlation, 
I . .f. I t· 6' 10 1s a so s1gn1 ,cant y nega 1ve , except 
protein 
1n le 
subcollections where the correlation is positive but non-significant. 
18 Over a number of years, Polish plant breeders foun d that in their 
endeavour to breed cultivars with higher protein content, their 
progress had been less than expected. A computer analysis of data 
collected over a number of years from a number of lin es and crosses 
showed that when protein content was not more than 27%, increasing 
seed yield did not cause a significant reduction in protein content. 
They concluded that the best possibility of i ncreasing the protein 
yield would. be either by an increase in seed yield when protein 
content was no more than 27% or by increasing the protein content to 
5 
th e thres ho ld leve l of 27% in a lread y hi g h yi e ld in g vari eti es . Another 
cor r e la ti on , t h at between p r ote in we ig h t per seed a n d seed we ight, is 
also of interest. These t wo charact e r s are s ig nifi c ia ntly pos itive ly 
corre lated. Narrow sense heritability for seed we ight in peas was 
moderate ly high, 56 to 79 percent, indicat ing that this yi e ld 
component can readily be changed b y selection 6 A breed ing s trat eg y 
to increase protein yield per unit area, that is now generally accept ed 
is to increase seed weight. 
The protein content of a seed is determined by a large number 
of interactions within the genome and between the genome and the 
environment. Studies of the effects of genotype and environment 
interaction on percent protein in peas indicated that the environmenta l 
ff t I I th h t . f f t 6 , 1 2 -1 4 F e ec s are as arge as or arger an t e gene 1c e ec s . or 
example, it was found that protein content in replications of one 
variety 1n one year varied from 19.3 to 22.5%, while the averages 
over 9 years of the same variety varied from 21. 0 to 26. 6% . 
Obviously this variation rn protein content by about 5% rs an 
additional obstacle to the breeder. 
1. 7. Extractable Protein from Pea Coty ledons 
In the preceeding paragraph I have ref erred to protein co n t en t 
measured by Kjeldahl determinations. But the quantitative anal y ses , 
biochemical characterisations and genetic stud ies of seed prote ins hav e 
been made on the extractable protein from pea cotyledons. It is 
important that testas be removed before prote in extraction f rom 
cotyledons since testas often contain substances such as pigmen t s , 
t . 19 ann,ns and phenolics which may interfere with protein extracti on 
procedures and / or give spur ious resu lts in co lour sensi tive prote in 
6 
( 
determinations b y Biuret, Lowry or Hartree 20-22 methods . The 
coty ledonary protein extractab le in buffered sal in e as a percentage of 
the crude protein is about 80%. In 45 lines of peas examined by 
myself17 the extractable protein ranged from 62.5 to 86.8%. The 
extractable protein from wild or primitive forms of peas was lowest 
with a mean of 70.5%, while that of field peas, round and wrinkled 
garden peas was about 80%. These percentages are in agreement with 
estimates by Wolff23 who found that extractable protein ranged from 
75 to 85 1n 30 Pi sum mutant lines examined. Other estimates of 
extractable protein (globulins plus albumins) 24 by Mueller ranged 
from 34. 5 to 60. 0%. These percentages are unrealistically low 
estimates, and are most likely due to incomplete protein extraction 
p raced u res. 
1 . 8. Composition of the Extractable Cotyledonary Protein 
The extractable protein consists of two types, the albumins 
which are metabolic proteins, both enzymatic and structural, 
concerned with normal cellular activities and the globulins which are 
primarily storage proteins. In broad terms, storage proteins can be 
defined as those which are (a) present 1n the mature seed 1n 
quantity, (b) found only 1n the seed, (c) hydrolysed during 
germination and early seedling growth, and (d) commonly rich in 
amides. The storage proteins of peas have been fractionated into two 
major components, legumin and vicilin on the basis of differential salt 
solubility, sedimentation velocity, chemical composition, isoelectric 
point, gel filtration, ion exchange chromatography, electrophoretic 
behaviour, serological properties and amino acid composition (see 
reviews by Millerd 25 and Derbyshire 19 ). 
7 
The synthesis and accumulat ion of the storage prote ins vi c ili n 
and legumin in developing cotyl edons have been stud ied f rom man y 
26 27 
aspects ' There are two phases of cotyledonary growth, t he 
initial one of intensive cell division followed by a longer period of 
growth by cell expansion. The onset of first vicilin and a day later 
legumin synthesis occurs in the latter part of the cell division phase. 
However most of the protein 1s synthesised and accumulated during 
growth by cell expansion. 
During this cell expansion phase legumin and vicilin are 
accumulated and stored in large amounts in special membrane bound 
II II d . b d. 28-33 organe es ca e protein o 1es _ These protein bodies arise by 
the progressive deformation and gradual breaking up of the large 
central vacuole. 
protein bodies. 
Both vicilin and legumin are found 1n the same 
The sequential appearance and accumulation of 
several distinct proteins, six of which are either vicilin or legumin 
. , h b I d b d . I h . 34 species, ave een ana yse y crosse 1mmunoe ectrop ores, s 
during cotyledonary development. Both the number of components 
detected and the order of appearance during development were similar 
in the genotypes examined, but the quantitative representation of 
legumin relative to other components was genotype specific. 
Thus the extractable protein from mature pea cotyledons 1s made 
-
U f th t t . I . d . ·1· 35 - 39 I . I I b 1· p o e s orage pro e1ns egum1n an v1c1 1n , c ass1ca go u ins 
which make up 65 to 80% of the total, while the remaining 20 to 35% 
lb . 17 are a um1ns . The legumin, vicilin and albumin contents and their 
rat. t .f. 4,39-43 b 10s are geno ype spec1 1c ut are also environment 
dependent43-45. A . . f quant1tat1ve study o the cotyledonary proteins of 
45 lines of peas divided into four groups, primitive or wild forms , 
field peas, and round and wrinkled garden peas showed that the 
8 
I 
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proportions of the seed prote in fra ct ion s are not on ly genotyp e 
speci fi c but th ey are a lso quite group specific ( see chap ter 2) . The 
proportions of legumin and / or vicilin as percent of either total 
extractable protein or of t otal globulins are easi ly determined b y 
electrophoresis of crude protein extracts or of globulins on cellu lose 
acetate membranes fol lowed 
. I h . 45, 67 1mmunoe ectrop ores1s 
screening large numbers. 
. 4 42 45 densitometry ' ' , or by rocket by 
Both of these methods are suitable for 
For examp le, quantitation of legumin 
showed variation i n legumin content ranging from 0.5 to 65% in 171 
I . f . d b D . 4 ' 42 1nes o peas examine y av1es 
Quantitation of the al bum in fraction has been more difficu It and 
few reliable estimates are available. Methods which I h ave developed 
recently, namely globulin to albumin ratio determ in ations and rocket 
immunoelectrophoresis of albumins, make it possible now to measure 
this protein fraction accurately either as percentage of extractable 
protein or in absolute amounts as mg/seed. Relative est imates of seed 
protein fractions expressed as a percentage, are useful indicators of 
the existing between-line variation but they do no account for 
differences 1n absolute amounts of fractions which are determined 
using a seed weight basis. Seed weight has been shown to be 
positively correlated with extractab le protein and with albumin 
content 
17
. Quantitation of seed protein fractions should therefore be 
expressed 1n mg / seed, thus making comparisons between lines more 
meaningful. 
1 . 9. Protein Qua~ity 
Yield and protein content are of prime concern to the pea 
breeder but protein quality also needs to be assessed in elite lin es 
derived from breeding programmes because it i s important in many 
9 
diets and an ima l f eeds. A f eed b ased so lel y on cerea l s w i l l be 
defic ient 1n ly sine wh ereas one based enti r ely on leg um es wou ld b e 
deficient 1n sulfur amino acids. The protein of peas 1n common with 
other legume seed proteins is comparatively low in meth ionine and 
cysteine. Traditionally protein quality has been assessed in te rm s of 
amino 46 acid composition relative to the WHO reference pattern , b u t 
amino acid analyses are labourious and slow and not su itable f or 
screening the large numbers commonly necessary in breeding 
programmes. 
However, methods other than amino acid analyses have been 
d d t . 1·t 47-52 propose to stu y pro e1n qua I y _ Total sulfur as percentage of 
dry weight of flour has been proposed as a coarse indicator of sulfur 
amino acid 47 levels . It can be measured rapidly and cheaply b y 
51 X-ray fluorescence spectrometry in the flour of one cotyledon while 
the other cotyledon containing the embryo can be kept for growing 
on. The carbon to nitrogen ratio, measured by elemental analysis is 
another indicator of protein quality. A C:N ratio of 17:1 has been 
suggested for diets and animal feeds with a higher ratio indicating 
t . d f. . 49 L d . I pro e1n e 1c1ency . egume see s inc uding peas, because of the i r 
high protein content, have a mean ratio of about 10 . 5: 1 . 
Determination of protein nitrogen and protein sulfur on the other 
hand are destructive processes and require isolation of t he 
extractable protein. The sulfur deficiency of legume seed prote ins i s 
reflected in the protein N: S ratio of about 23. 6: 1 when compared with 
the recommended ratio of less than 19: 1 for adequate nutr it iona l 
. 49 
requ I rements . 
Protein quality 1n peas has also been evaluated by rat f eeding 
experiments measuring parameters such as n itrogen effic iency ( N I E) , 
:, 
1[-
I 
,1. 
11 
IJ 
' 
1, 
I, 
i'.1 
h 
I 
I 
1. , 
protein efficiency ratio ( PER ), true digestib ility (TD ) , biological 
( ) • . 1• t · ( NPU )40,47 , 52-55 value BV and net protein ut1 1sa 10n . 
In peas most interest 1n terms of protein quality has centred on 
the storage proteins legumin and vicilin because these globulins 
together make up 65-80% of the seed proteins. They are the 
quantitatively major fraction and biochemically and genetically they 
have been studied in more detail than have the albumins. It has 
been suggested that protein quality in peas might be considerably 
improved by changing the proportions of the two storage proteins, 
i.e. by increasing legumin content and reducing or even replacing 
. ·1· 42,53-60 VICI In . Of the globulins, legumin has a higher sulfur amino 
acid content while vicilin has the higher lysine content (Table 1. 2). 
However the albumins have a more favourable amino acid composition 
than either of the globulins, combining a high sulfur amino acid 
content with a high lysine content. The albumins are a quantitatively 
significant protein fraction, 20-35% of the seed protein, and it has 
already been suggested that greater emphasis be put on this fractiot1 
h .d . . 1· 42,56,59-62 w en cons, er1ng protein qua 1ty . 
For comparison have tabulated amino acid compositions of 
legumin, vicilin and albumins, total globulins and total protein of 
different lines of Pisum determined in a number of laboratories ( see 
Table 1.2). 
Much of the apparent differences in amino acid composition and 
individual amino acid contents 1s probably due to between line 
variation. 57 Casey found variation in methionine and cysteine content 
of legumins from 6 lines ranging from 1.09 to 1. 75%. In albumins 
from 5 lines, examined by Hurich 59 , methionine and cysteine content 
varied from 3.75 to 4.59%. As shown in the table, the albumins are 
.L l 
r 
Table 1.2. Amino acid composition of different seed protein fractions g/100 protein 
WHO 
Vic Vic Vic Leg Leg Leg Leg Alb Alb Alb Glob Glob To To 
Lysine 5.5 7.9 6.3 8.7 4.4 5.2 4.9 4.5 10.6 7.4 8.9 7.4 7 . 9 7.3 6.9 
Valine 5.0 4.6 4.9 4.2 5. 1 4.8 4 .4 5.4 5.5 6.7 4.9 4.4 5.3 4 . 4 4. 1 
Methionine 3.5 0.2 0.2 0.4 nd 0.5 0.5 0.5 1. 1 1.0 1. 4 0.6 0.5 0.8 0 . 7 
Cysteine 0.4 0.4 trace 0.6 0.7 0.7 1. 1 0.8 1.4 2.5 0.8 0 .3 1. 0 1. 1 
lsoleucine 4.0 5. 1 4.8 4.6 4.0 4. 1 3.6 4.2 6. 1 5.0 4.0 4 . 2 5.9 3.8 3 . 7 
Leucine 7 . 0 9.2 8.9 9.5 7.6 8.0 8.0 7.5 5.9 6.2 6 . 1 8.6 8.7 7 . 4 6.5 
Tyrosine 6.0 3.0 2.6 3.4 1. 7 2.6 3.5 2.4 5. 2 3.2 4.7 3 . 4 3. 1 2 . 9 
Phenylalanine 6.2 4.7 6.0 3.6 4.2 4.8 3.6 5.7 3 . 7 5 . 0 5.4 3 . 1 4 . 4 4. 1 
Threonine 4.0 3 . 4 3 . 5 2.9 3.5 3.2 3.2 3.5 5 . 2 6.5 5.5 3 . 5 3.2 3.7 3.6 
Tryptophane 1. 0 0. 1 nd 1.9 
Aspartic acid 12.0 11.2 13.2 11.9 12 . 7 11 . 6 .11.0 11.2 11 . 1 11. 9 12.0 9 .9 13 . 0 
Serine 5.8 6.9 5.7 6.8 5.9 5.0 6.2 3.6 6.6 5 . 3 5.4 3 . 6 4.7 
Glutamic acid 19.3 15.8 20 . 7 20. 1 16.5 20 . 8 19.6 15.9 11. 5 15 . 1 19 . 5 23.9 18 . 5 
Praline 3.5 nd 4.2 5.4 nd 5.2 5.5 4.8 5.3 4.6 4 . 1 4 . 3 4.2 
Glycine 3. 1 5.7 3.0 7.5 6.2 4.2 
I 
7.1 5.0 9 . 4 5 .0 3 . 8 3.6 4 . 2 
Alanine 3.0 4.5 3.0 6.0 5.8 4.3 5.8 5 . 2 8 . 9 6 .0 3 . 9 3.7 4 . 3 
Histidine 2 .1 2. 1 2. 1 2.6 2 . 5 3.0 2.6 2.9 2 . 0 2.9 2.9 2.3 2 . 1 2 . 2 
Arg enine 7 . 3 6.4 8 . 6 8.6 7.5 12.5 9 . 3 5.7 4 . 4 6 . 3 9 . 4 8 . 8 8 . 7 9. 5 
Reference 46 19 63 59 19 63 59 57 55 61 59 55 50 so 
nd - not d etermined 
~ 
at least two-fold richer in sulfur amino acids than legumi n as well as 
being richer in lysine. This suggests that increasing the albumin 
fraction would have a greater effect on protein quality than 
i ncre·asing legumi n at the expense of vici Ii n, especial I y if one 
considers the lysine content of vicilin. This view is supported by 
Bajaj's b . 55 o servat1on that strains of peas with higher protein 
efficiency ratios (PER) have a higher albumin content. 
Theoretically it can be calculated that high and low legumin lines 
17 have a very similar sulfur amino acid content . This apparent 
similarity is probably largely due to the negative correlation between 
legumin and albumin content (r = -0. 76) 17 . For every 2. 5-3. 0% 
increase in legumin content, there is a corresponding 1.0% decrease 1n 
albumin content and vice versa (see chapter 2). Analyses of 
methionine content by S1inkard 6 showed that methionine content (as 
mg methionine per g of protein) was very similar for round and 
wrinkled seeded lines, high and low legumin content respectively. 
To increase protein quality 1n Pisum the negative correlation 
between legumin and albumin contents has to be broken. The aim 
should be to genetically alter the proportions of the three seed 
- protein fractions and to identify and select recombinants that combine 
high levels of legumin with high albumin content. As reported in 
chapter 4, this latter proposal has been studied in a cross between 
two lines of peas, one with high legumin low albumin and the other , 
low legumin and medium to high albumin. 
1.10. The Albumins 
The water soluble fraction of the pea seed proteins, the 
albumins, are thought to consist of mainly metabolic proteins, both 
12 
enzymes and structural prot eins. At leas t one of t he maJor alb u min s 
however behaves as a seed specific storage protein ; it ma k es u p "" 
4.5 percent of the total extractable coty ledonary protein and 1s 
utilised during germination. There are probabl y many thousands of 
albumin species, most of which individually contribute little to the 
t otal protein content. Collectively, however, the albumins are 
quantitatively as significan t as either of th e storage protein fractions 
legumin and / or vicilin. 
1.10.1. Isolation of Seed Albumins 
The storage proteins legumin and vicilin have been reviewed by 
Millerd25 and Derbyshire et ~. 19 with regard t o their structure, 
extraction, purification and characterisation. No s imilar review of the 
albumin seed protein fraction is available. Therefore some earlier 
methods of albumin extraction and "f " t · 35-37,41,42 pur1 1ca ion are 
described in some detail and these are compared with .methods 
developed by Schroeder. 
The extractable protein from cotyledonary flour has been 
separated into albumin and globulin fractions by methods described by 
D . I 35-37 D . 42 p b I k 41 p . d an1e sson , av1es , rzy y s a rote1ns were extracte 
f rom fi nely ground flour with phosphate buffer pH 7-7.5 containing 
0. 2-0. 5 M NaCl. The crude extracts are centrifuged and the proteins 
are precipitated from the supernatant by ammonium sulphate (70-85%). 
After centrifugation the protein pellet i s resuspended in extraction 
buffer and dialysed against water. This precipitates th e globulins, 
the albumins remain in solution. In another method, developed by 
64 
Grant , an albumin rich protein f raction is prepared by water 
extraction of flour, removal of th e insoluble residue by 
3 
centrifugation, after whi ch th e protein 1s precipitated from the 
supernatant using cold acetone. 
The above mentioned methods isolate an albumin fraction which i s 
suitable for qualitative and semi quantitative studies of t h is fraction, 
e.g. albumin band patterns on polyacrylamide gels, amino acid 
analyses and the determination of proportions of albumins and 
globulins -1n the protein precipitated with ammonium sulphate . 
However no attempts were made to investigate what proportion of the 
total extractable protein, or of individual protein fractions, remained 
in the supernatant after precipitation. Protein determinations, of the 
TCA precipitable proteins from the supernatant followed by SOS PAG 
electrophoresis could have resolved these questions. 
Using a method of Schroeder17 the extractable protein can be 
separated cleanly and reproducibly into an albumin and a globulin 
fraction. The purity of the fractionation was monitored by SOS PAG 
electrophoresis65 (Fig. 1.1) and immunological studies66 . An 
antiserum specific for albumins was raised in sheep and this anti serum 
was used extensively in the quantitative determinations of albumin 
contents, (see Chapters 3,4 , 5 for further details). The album ins 
- prepared by this method retain their enzymatic activities as was 
shown by 1sozyme studies (H.E. Schroed~r and A.H.O. Brown 
unpublished data). 
1.10.2. Fractionation of Albumins by Polyacrylamide Gel 
Electrophoresis and uses of Albumin Band Patterns 
Electrophoresis of albumins on SOS-PAG under reducing 
conditions resolves a large number of polypeptides ( Figs. 1.1 and 
1. 2). These range in molecular weight (M ) from 92000 t o 6000 r . 
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75,000 - V-
70,000 - V-
50,000 - V-
49 ,000 - V-
40,000 - L-
34,000 - V-
30,000 - V-
27,000 - L-
25,000 - V-
20,000 - L-
18,000 - V-
14,000 - V-
13,000 - V-
12,000 - V-
-A- 92,000 
- A- 22 ,000 
-A- 8,000 
G A 
Fig. 1.1. Fractionation of globulins (G) and albumins (A) of cultivar 
Green f east by SOS PAGE under reducing conditions. 
(Gra d ient gel 12.5 - 25 percent). Molecular weights of 
polyp eptid es of globulins vicilin (V) and legumin (L) shown 
on the le ft, those of the albumin polypeptides (A) on the 
right vertical axis. 
-Polypeptides of M 22000 and 8000 are quantitatively significant and of 
r 
. h p· 67 widespread occurrence 1n t e genue ,sum Togeth er th ey make up 
about 35% of the albumin proteins and account for about 50% of the 
sulfur amino acid content of this fraction. EI ectrop ho reti c 
fractionation of albumins on PAG under non-dissociating conditions 
resolve a number of maJor and minor bands ( Fig. 1. 2 ). These 
banding patterns have been used in studies of the albumin 
fraction 68 - 72 . They are genetically determined and are not influenced 
by environmental factors 69 . Band patterns of the predominant 
albumins have been useful 1n taxonomic studies, 41 Przybyl ska 
examined the relationship of 50 widely divergent lines of peas by 
their albumin pattern, she distinguished five characteristic patterns 
1-V. Two of these band patterns, and 111, when analysed 
genetically by Blixt et ~. 69 were found to be determined by two 
alleles of one locus. This is a rather surprising result unless they 
were looking at a regulatory gene, because each of the major bands 
making up band pattern I and 111 when electrophoresed in t he second 
dimension on SDS-PAG under reducing conditions, is made up of a 
number of polypeptides of different molecular weight ( personal 
observation). 
The albumin band patterns have also been used by Wolff 71 ,n 
phylogenetic and taxonomic studies. She compared mutants of one 
initial line, subspecies of the genus Pisum and species of diff eren t 
genera within the Papilionaceae on the basis of their albumin band 
patterns. 
In genetic, biochemical and physiological studies of X-ray and 
neutron ·,nduced mutants12- 14 , 72 , 73 , h . h 11 w 1c according to Gottschalk 
differ from the initial line in nearly all cases in one single gene, the 
- 92,000 
I 
M 
L 
- 22,000 
+ 
- 8,000 
A B 
Fig . 1. 2. Fract ionation of pea seed albumins of cultivar Greenfeast by 
PAGE , ( A ) under non dissociating conditions 
d i ssoc iating and reducing conditions. In ( A) 
maJor band region . In ( B ) molecular 
quant itat i vely major polypeptides are shown on 
axi s . 
• 
( B ) under 
M indicates 
weights of 
the vertical 
albumin band patterns were u sed to investig ate: wh ether the mutated 
gene d i rectly or indirectly affected th e seed protein composition of 
these mutants and whether changes were quantitative or qualitative. 
11 If they show constant deviation from the in iti al line with regard to 
the amount or the composition of the seed proteins, they can onl y be 
due to the influence of the respective mutated gene 11 , a quote by 
11 Gottschalk . A number of mutants in which the albumin patterns 
differ from the in'itial line were actually identified. However, except 
for studies with recombinants no attempts have been made to 
determine genetically whether these changes 1n the protein profi les of 
mutants were due to concurrent mutations of structural genes for 
specific proteins or whether the one mutated gene identified, 
indirectly affected seed protein composition. 
1.10.3. Immunological Characterisation and lsozyme Studies of 
Albumins 
Compared with the number of albumin proteins thought to be 
present in the seed protein, a relatively small number of different 
albumins 1s resolved by PAG electrophoresis (Fig. 1.2A). More 
sensitive methods such as immunological techniques and speci fi c 
enzyme assays have been used to resolve either additiona l or different 
albumin proteins. Analysing pea seed proteins by crossed 
immunoelectrophoresi s, 74 Guldager identified 26 different album ins, 
three of these A 1 -A3 being quantitatively major. Twenty two of these 
albumins were found to be synthesised prior to th e synthesis of the 
storage proteins vicilin and legumin but the major albumins, A
1
-A
3 
were synthesised after the onset of legumin synthes is. Labelling of 
the seed proteins with 35s showed these major album in s to be rich 1n 
sulfur amino acids. 
_6 
l sozym e studies , for the purpose of detect ing geneti c variability 
and b iochem ica l and genetic markers in Pi sum h av e b een undertaken 
by 75 A lmgard , Scanda li os and E . . 76 sp I r1ta , Przybyl ska et 
Gottschalk et~. 721 73 , and Brown and Schroeder (u npub li shed ). 
77 
~. I 
The use of the albumins in the study of gene regulation and 
II 78 . h h . gene expression was advocated by Mue er . His ypot es1s was, 
that 1n trisomics and aneuploidy an additional copy of a chromosome 
or lack of a chromosome should result in quantitative changes 1n 
proteins from that chromosome. 
inconclusive. 
However, those studies were 
1.10.4. Biochemical Studies of Pea Seed Albumins 
Seed albumins from 5 lines of peas, showing the characteristic 
albumin band patterns 1-V (Przybylska41 ), have been fractionated by 
70 Sephadex G-100 column chromatography by Jacubek et ~. Four 
chromatographic fractions s1-s4 were obtained , the percentages of 
each fraction being 16, 26, 48 and 11 respectively. Similar 
fractionation of albumins by Grant64 using Sephadex G-150 resulted in 
only three fractions and these are thought to correspond to Jacubek's 
s1-s3 fractions. The proteins of the s1-s 4 fractions were examined 
by PAG electrophoresis under both non-dissociating and dissociating 
conditions. This fractionation resolved specific banding patterns and 
polypeptide compositions of each fraction. Amino acid analysis of 
individual fractions, s1-s4 , showed that corresponding album in 
fractions from different I ines of peas had rather uniform amino ac id 
composition. However, considerable variation ac id 
composition between fractions was observed. In this regard the s3 
It 1s the quantitatively maJor fraction 1s of particular interest. 
f raction ( 48% ) and in t erms of p r ot ein q ua lity it i s mu c h richer 1n 
su lfur am i no ac ids, especiall y cy ste ine , th an t he oth er fra cti on s . 
The various studies of the album in seed prot ein s and th eir 
quantitative and qua I itative analyses have shown that at least th e 
predominant albumins are amenable to biochemical characterisat ion an d 
genetic analysis and that select ion of desirab le componen t s ma y b e 
possible. 
1 .11. Seed Storage Proteins Vicilin and Legumin 
Seed storage proteins have previously been defi ned as proteins 
which accumulate in the seed in significant quantities . The ma in 
storage proteins of peas are vicilin and legumin, class i cal globu lin s 
salt soluble water insoluble, which together make up 65 to 80% of the 
extractable cotyledonary protein. It was also pointed out earlier that 
vicilin and legumin contents, as percent of total protein or globul i ns , 
can vary greatly from line to line but that the proportions are 
genotype specific. 
1.11.1. Characterisation of Storage Proteins 
In mature seeds legumin is a 125 protein ( M "' 360000 ) that 
r 
consists of six acidic subunits (M "' 40000 ) and si x bas ic subunits 
r -
( Mr "' 20000) linked together 1n pairs by disulfide bridges 19 A 
number of quantitatively minor polypeptides ( M "' 37000 , 27000 an d 
r 
18000) nearly always copurify with the major legumin and are 
recognized as belonging to the legumin fraction 78 . Heterogeneity and 
hereditary variations in the major and minor polypept ides of leg u min 
are resolved by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis79-s1 . Vi c ilin in 
mature seeds is a 7-9 S protein ( M "' 150000-200000 ) and it h as a 
r 
more complex subunit structure than legumin. Vi c ili n can be 
8 
fractionated into dist inct o ligomers on th e basis of electrophoretic 
mobility, differentiai so lu bi lity and isoe lectric 
. . t' 19, 25, 39, 79, 82 prec1p1ta 10n These vici li n oligomers are made up of at 
least 13 different polypeptides in various proportions. The abundan t 
polypeptides of the vicilin fractions have molecular weights of 75000, 
50000 (several), 30000 and 18000. The less abundant polypeptides 
have molecular weights of 70000, 49000, 34000, 25000, 14000 
(doublet), 13000 and 12000. Polypeptide patterns of legumin and 
vicilin fractionated by SOS-PAGE under reducing conditions are shown 
in Fig. 1.3. 
1.11.2. Synthesis of Legumin and Vicilin 
The time course of synthesis of the polypeptides of vicilin and 
legumin and the site of their assembly into protein oligomers was 
studied by Chrispeels et ai. 83184 . It was shown that legumin and 
vicilin are synthesised and initially sequestered into oligomers of 7-9 
S vicilin and 8S legumin in the endoplasmic reticulum. Legum in is 
present in the ER as polypeptides of M 60000-65000, whereas vicilin 
r 
is represented by polypeptides of M 75000, 70000, 50000 and 49000. 
r 
Further it was found that legumin is transported to the protein bodies 
as an 8S oligomer. 
Proteolytic processing of these precursors (M 60000-65000 ) and 
r 
assembly of 12S legumin occurs in the protein bodies. Vicilin is 
transported to the protein bodies already assembled into 7-9S 
proteins, but containing only polypeptides with M > 49000. The 
r 
smaller vicilin polypeptides are the result of post-translational 
processing of some of the Mr "' 50000 precursor polypeptides in 
protein bodies. 
75,000 
-
70,000 -
50,000 
49,000 -
34,000 
-
30,000 
-
25,000 
-
18,000 
14,000 
13,000 -
12, 000 -
- 40,000 
- 20,000 
- 17,000 
- 6,000 
PBE LEG VIC LECTIN 
Fig. 1.3. Fractionation of protein body extract ( PBE), legumin (Leg), 
vicilin (Vic) and lectin of cultivar Greenfeast by SOS PAGE 
under reducing conditions. Molecular weights of 
polypeptides of the different seed protein fractions are 
shown on the vertical axes. Polypeptides of vicilin on the 
left, polypeptides of legumin and lectin on the right. 
1 . 11 . 3. The Precursor Product Relationships within th e Legumin 
and Vicilin Families 
One of the first indications that storage proteins might be 
synthesised as precursors was provided by the finding that wh en 
RNA from membrane bound polysomes of pea was translated in an 
initiating cell-free system, the products, although they were not of 
the same size as authentic polypeptides, did contain storage 
. 85-89 protein This indicated at least two processing steps; one, 
removal of signa! peptides, the other, post-translational cleavage. 
The precursors of legumin, M 
r 
60000-65000 subunits are 
proteolytically cleaved 1n protein _bodies to yield Mr 40000 and 19000 
. 90 91 polypeptides ' These polypeptides are assembled to make up the 
12S legumin oligomers (Mr 360000) which consist of 6 x 60000 
molecular weight subunits, each consisting of an acidic (M 40000 ) 
r 
and basic (M 20000) polypeptide linked by disulfide bonds. Legumin 
r 
extracted from protein bodies and fractionated by SOS-PAGE under 
reducing conditions resolves families of both acidic and basic 
polypeptides. Within each family there exists microheterogeneity, the 
molecular and genetic basis of subunit multiplicity and variability in 
I . h b t d. d . d ·139,80,81 ,92 B . . ·11 
- egum1n as een s u 1e 1n eta1 . ut 1t 1s st1 not 
clear whether the observed heterogeneity 1n the legumin subunit 
classes arises from initial heterogeneity in legumin genes or whether 
it arises by post-translational modification of initially homogeneous 
gene products. 
and 
In vicilin the primary translation products are M 
r 
. 83 84 93 94 50000 (3-6) subunits ' ' ' . The group 
75000 , 70000 
of M 50000 
r 
polypeptides has been resolved into 3-6 components by SOS-PAGE, 
but an even more complex pattern is revealed by isoelectric focusing. 
20 
In protein bod ies of ma tu re seeds vi c ilin exi st s as 7- 9 S oligomers, 
f ract ionation of v ic il in b y SOS-PAGE r eso lves more th an 10 subunits 
( Fig. 1. 3 ) . There 1s now good ev idence t hat al I su b units of less 
. 94 -97 
than M 50000 ar ise by processing 
r 
The in t er relationsh i p of th e 
group of M 50000 subunits and the relat ionship of sma ll er t han Mr 
r 
50000 subunits w ith the putative M 50000 parent mo lecu les h as been 
r -
studied serological methods, by pulse-chase label l ing 
. . 
_i..!2 VIVO , by 
amino acid analyses and sequences, and by nucleotide sequencing of 
cONA clones complementary to mRNA for members of the M 50000 r 
94-97 group 
processing 
These studies have led to the identification of 
sites 1n the M 50000 parent molecules which allowed 
r 
ordering of the positions of the smaller subun its relative to the 
precursor. Serological techniques (Western-blot) and sequence 
analysis of the M 50000 and lower molecular weight polypeptides have 
r 
shown that the small polypeptides are homologous to different reg ions 
of the high molecular weight chains. 
Evidence of molecular heterogeneity 1n the v icilin fraction has 
accumulated from many 39,82,93,97,98 sources . What has been 
difficult to reconcile was the M of different vicilin ol igomers and 
r 
- vicilin fractions with respect to the number and M of polypeptides 
r 
resolved by SOS-PAGE. The post-translational process ing of on ly a 
small number of the larger vicilin polypeptides could account f or these 
anomalies and the precursor studies have giv~n new ins ight into how 
these different 7-9 S vicilin molecules may be assemb led. 
Another quantitatively minor seed storage protein 1n protein 
bodies is pea lectin. It shou ld be mentioned , because lect in al so 
exhibits the precursor-product relat ionship . Pea lect in 1s a lso 
synthesised with a leader sequence and ts i n iti al ly detected as 
'> 1 
/ I 
- -
precursor of Mr ~3000 which is c lea v ed post trans iat iona lly t o yield Mr 
. 99 100 17000 and 6000 polypeptides ' 
1 . 11 . 4. Analysis of Pea Seed Proteins using recombinant DNA 
Technology 
In the preceeding section it was pointed out that most of the 
precursor product relationships were elucidated by pulse-chase 
labelling experiments, amino terminus analysis and the use of cDNA 
clones. In Canberra a representative set of cDNA clones for primary 
translation products 
constructed 1°11104 . 
of the maJor pea seed proteins have been 
These clones - are for vicilin M 75000, and three 
r 
M 50000, an unidentified M 70000, legumin M 60000-65000, lectin M 
r r r r 
25000, and two major seed albumins M "' 22000 and 13000. 
r 
These 
nine clones correspond to nine of the most abundant seed 
polypeptides. They were used to measure by hybridization 
(Northern-blot) the relative levels of specific mRNAs throughout seed 
development. In Northerns total RNA is eiectrophoresed on agarose 
gels, blotted onto nitrocellulose paper and then hybridized to 
radioactively labelled cDNA clones which correspond to mRNA for 
particular polypeptides. In al I cases there was a close correlation 
between the time at which maximal mRNA levels occurred for a 
particular polypeptide and when the rate of synthesis of that 
polypeptide was highest. 
Most of the clones are close to the full length of the specific 
mRNA and therefore contain almost the entire amino acid coding 
sequence. This has faci I itated the comparison of amino acid 
sequencing of specific polypeptides with sequences of cDNA 
complementary to those po I ypepti des 101 Legum in and vicilin are 
22 
products of multigenic f am ili es , 1n the case of vicilin at least three 
familie s of genes coding f or the M 50000 subunits have been 
r 
identified. Within each fam1ly up to six genes are resolved by 
Southern-blot, indicating perhaps as many as 18 genes for the Mr 
50000 vicilins. In legumin 4-6 genes coding f or M 60000-65000 have r 
been identified. In Southerns, total DNA is digested with restrict ion 
endonucleases, electrophoresed on agarose gels, blotted onto 
nitro-cellulose paper and hybridized with labeled cDNA clones for 
respective legumin and vicilin subunits. 
1.11.5. Studies of Seed Proteins_ under Conditions of Nutrient 
Deficiencies 
The quantitative and qua I itative effects of deficiency of S , P, K, 
and Mg on the cotyledonary proteins, particularly storage proteins, 
have been studied 45 . While Mg deficiency had little effect on the 
proportions of the storage proteins, deficiency of S, P, and K caused 
characteristic and consistent changes in the proportion of certain 
proteins. An increase in a quantitatively minor vicilin and a marked 
increase 1n legumin was caused by P and K deficiency. S deficiency 
resulted 1n relative decreases 1n legumin, a minor vicilin and two 
lb . 45,67,102 U d f a um1ns . n er severe S de iciency legum in and one 
albumin are virtually undetectable45167 . This has led to a study of 
the cellular mechanisms involved 1n the regulation of legumin 
th . d S d f" - 1 03 syn es1s un er e 1c1ency Three main questions were asked: 
i) is there a normal rate of legumin synthesis but an increased rate 
of degradation, ii) is there a normal level of legumin mRNA but 
reduced translation and iii) ts there a reduced level of legumin 
mRNA. The results showed that a reduced level of legumin mRNA is 
23 
the main f actor responsib le f or the reduced accumu lati on of leg umin . 
Further studies are now 1n progress to determine wh eth er th e 
regulatory effect of the su lfur status in the developing seed on th e 
legumin mRNA occurs at the transcriptional or post-transcript ional 
level. Studies of seed proteins under less severe sulfur deficiency 
levels 104 have shown that there is little or no depression of total 
protein synthesis. Under these conditions the decreased accumulat ion 
of legumin and :3ulfur-rich albumins is accompanied by a compensating 
increased accumulation of the other storage protein, vici l in. This is 
achieved 1n two ways, there is an increase in the rate of vicilin 
synthesis in S-deficient compared _with healthy cotyledons, and this is 
reflected 1n increased levels of mRNA for the maJor vicilin 
polypeptides of Mr 50000. In addition the period of vicilin synthesis 
1s greatly extended in S-deficient seeds . 
. Another approach to study the effect of S-deficiency on seed 
proteins was to determine the levels of the sulfur amino acids 
methionine and 
aminoacyl-tRNA 
cysteine 
105 pools 
1n 
It 
the free amino acid- and the 
was concluded that sulfur deficiency 
during seed development resulted in an 80 percent reduction in the 
relative level of cysteine in the free amino acid pool of the cotyledons 
but had no effect on the level of methionine. However , 1n the 
aminoacyl-tRNA pool there was no effect on either cysteine or 
methionine levels. 
1.12. Genetics of Pea Seed Proteins 
Implementation of breeding strategies aimed at improved seed 
protein content, protein yield and quality depends on adequate 
knowledge of the genetic basis and regulation of the f unctional un its 
involved. Co-ord in ated anal y ses a t both th e holoprotein and subunit 
leve ls are required if genetic and biochemical inves tigations of the 
seed proteins are to be useful to the breeder. The gene action 
systems responsible for the protein phenotypes of mature seeds not 
only involve structural loci, specifying primary sequences of the 
polypeptides comprising these proteins, but also regulatory loci 
affecting total protein and the relative proportions of different seed 
protein fractions. Other loci control Ii ng post-transl ationa I 
modifications, transport, assembly and packaging of these various 
protein components would be of interest to the molecular geneticist 
rather than the plant breeder. 
1 . 12. 1 . Quantitative Genetics of Protein Content 
Seed protein content (percent protein) in peas has been studied 
by th 6,9,10,15,18,72,73,106-110 · d over many years many au ors , an 
protein contents ranging from 14 to 39% were reported. However, 
much of the usable genetic variability of this quantitative character is 
. 6 12-14 
masked by env1 ronmental factors ' . It is al so important to note 
that in self fertilizing species such as the pea, only the additive 
variance component (narrow sense heritability) can be used to make 
progress by selection. The dominance variance ( broad sense 
heritability) even if in the desired direction, cannot be utilised in 
breeding for higher protein content. 
Studies on the inheritance and heritability of protein content 1n 
peas indicated that narrow sense heritability for protein content 1s 
moderately low. Genetic analysis of protein content 1n nearly 
· homozygous F 6 and 
110 F7 generations of crosses by Weber showed 
that the additive variance between progenies which can be used for 
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selection was on ly about 15-20 percent of the non-geneti c 
( environmental) variance. Swiecicki et al . 109 studied the inher itance 
and heritability of protein content ln two crosses , high x intermediate 
and intermediate x low protein content. The authors found that the 
inheritance of protein content had an additive - dominance character. 
In the first cross, dominance in the direction of the lower protein 
content was evident, and the additive- variance was moderately low. 
In the second cross the dominance effect was practically zero and the 
whole genetic variance was of an additive nature (heritability 
coefficient 70.4 percent) suggesting good progress by selection can 
be made. However, these resulfs need to be viewed in terms of 
firstly the threshold level of 27% protein mentioned previously, and 
secondly the relationship of protein content as a percentage with 
other quantitative characters important in protein production such as 
protein weight per seed, protein yield, seed weight and seed yield. 
Some of these· relationships are listed below. There is no correlation 
between percent protein and seed weight but a significant negative 
correlation between percent protein and seed yield. On the other 
hand protein yield is highly positively correlated with seed yield but 
only slightly correlated with percent protein, this suggests that 
greater progress can be made in breeding for- increased protein yield 
by increasing seed yield than by increasing percent protein. In 
addition there 1s a high positive correlation between protein weight 
per seed and seed weight indicating successful selection for protein 
weight per seed would result in much larger seeds with little or no 
effect on % protein . Narrow sense heritability for seed weight is 
moderately high, 56-79%, therefore the yield component can be readily 
changed by selection. Thus an increase in protein production could 
be achieved by selecting for larger seeds holding % protein constant. 
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Another considerat ion 1n breeding to increase prot ein 1s th e 
. 10-15 individual gene eff ects on % protein i.e. Wr ink led seeded lin es 
averaged about 3 percent higher in percent protein than genet ica lly 
similar round seeded lines. Yet this higher protein content cannot be 
utilised because 1n hybrid populations where most of the genetic 
variation in % protein was directly attributable to differences between 
seed types narrow sense heritability was essentially zero6 . 
1.12.2. Genetics of Seed Protein Fractions 
As has already been pointed out the cotyledonary protein 1s 
made up of the globulins vicilin and legumin (storage proteins) and 
the albumins. The vicilin, legumin and albumin contents and their 
proportionate abundance are genotype, line and group specific. 
Genetic variability in the amounts and proportions of seed proteins 
has been reported by a number of authors who have used different 
h d f . . 4, 17, 42, 43, 45, 78, 111 d · t· met o s o quant1tat1on . e.g. reporte var1a 1on 1 
globulin to albumin ratio 1.88 to 4.51, vicilin to legumin ratio 0.50 to 
3.13, % legumin of globulins 0.5 to 68, % albumins of total extractable 
protein 18 to 35. 
While biochemical studies and genetic analyses of structural 
genes or families of genes coding for subunits of vicilin and legumin 
have been steadily progressing no regulatory loci affecting the 
relative proportions of seed protein fraction have as yet been 
identified. The genetic analysis and quantitative inheritance of 
protein fractions until recently were lacking altogether. Quantitative 
analysis of the cotyledonary proteins revealed a highly significant 
t . 1 · 17 nega 1ve corre at1on between legumin and albumin contents . Since 
these two fractions are relatively rich 1n sulfur amino acids their 
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relative proportions largely determine prot ein quality. T h e joint 
inheritance of legumin and albumin contents was studied 1n a cross 
between two contrasting lines of peas, one with high legumin and low 
albumin and the other with low legumin and medium to high 
lb . 112 a um1 n . Legumin content showed predominant additive genetic 
variation whereas the dominant variance was the largest component for 
albumin content. Four F2 seeds were identified which apparently 
broke the negative correlation and combined relatively high levels of 
legumin with high albumin content. The results indicated that when 
both legumin and albumin contents are subject to positive selection 
improvement in sulfur amino acid content should be possible. But 
further studies are needed ta determine whether these high levels of 
legumin and albumin contents can be fixed genetically. 
1.12.3. Genetics of Legumin and Vicilin 
Gel electrophoresis has been used to investigate genetically 
controlled variation in storage protein constituents from legumin and 
vicilin. 113 Using starch gel electrophoresis Hynes identified specific 
genetically determined variants involving a set of vicilin subunits. 
These variants were shown to be inherited additively in hybrids 
between contrasting phenotypes, the patter0s were control led by 
alternative alleles at a single locus. SOS- and urea-PAGE were used 
by Thomson and Schroeder79 to investigate genetically control led 
variation of five subunits of legumin and three subunits of vicilin. 
In each variant system the phenotypes of legumin and vicilin 
polypeptides from F 1 seeds were additive with respect to the subunit 
pattern of the parental lin es and in reciprocal crosses, no dominance 
was observed. Variation involving maJor legumin polypeptides M 
r 
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40000 and vicilin polypeptides M 75000, 
r 
30000 , 12000 and 14000 
components wer e f ound to b e based on a ll e li c alternatives at sin g le 
loci. Inh eritance of minor legum in po lypeptides Mr 37000 and 20000 
was found to be mu lti genic. Results of two-dimensional gel 
el ectrophoreti c studies of variant fo rms of M 40000 legumin r 
80 polypeptides by Casey , wh o used SOS-PAGE and i soe lectric focusing 
in the second dimension , showed genera lly good agreement with those 
79 by Thomson and Schroeder Both studies showed that th ere is 
both micro-heterogeneity of legumin at the subunit level and genetic 
variation in the nature of the heterogeneity ( see also Thomson et 
~-39). 
1.12.4 . Mapping of Storage Protein Genes 
A survey of the proportion of legumin 1n a wide range of 
genotypes suggested that the r locus had an influence on the 
-a 
composition of the storage proteins in peas 4 Alleles at this locu s 
determine seed type, R - round seeds, r r -wrinkled seeds. 
-a --tr-a All 
wrinkled seeds had markedly lower proportions of legumin. F2 seeds 
from a cross between wrinkled and round lines were analysed for seed 
type, l~gumin content and legumin subunits M 40000, linkage studies 
r 
established the location of the structural genes f or the M 40000 
r 
subunits on chromosome 7 close to the r 
-a 
-
4 locus . These structura l 
genes for legumin would be equivalent to the locus ~ described by 
Thomson and Schroeder79 . One and two-dimens ional SOS PAGE 
techniques were used by Matta and 5 Gatehouse to stud y the 
inheritance of legumin and convicilin subuni t s in crosses of various 
peas. It was shown that the major acidic subun it M 40000 of legumin 
r 
behaved as products of a single Mendelian gene with at least fi ve 
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different alleles. Genetic ana lys is of F2 seeds was used to map the 
major legumin genes, here designated Lg- I, to a locus near th e r - ti 
a 
segment of chromosome 7, which i s i n agreement with Davies 4 . From 
5 the same analyses the convicilin gene Cvc w as mapped to a locus 
between s and k on chromosome 2. The Cvc locus appears to be 
identical to the vicilin locus VcA previousl y f ound by Thomson and 
79 Schroeder , but it i s now claimed that convici li n is a storage protein 
d . t· f h t f h · · 1 · f · S' 114 1s 1nct rom t e res o t e v1c1 1n ract1on . The mapping of 
legumin and convicilin genes 1n peas resolved that storage prote in 
genes are not clustered on the pea genome. A simple polytene 
h t . d ·t f . ·t h b .d . · 115 c romosome sys em 1n peas an I s use or 1n s1 u y r1 1zat1on 
may facilitate mapping of other seed protein genes by-passing lengthy 
genetic analyses. 
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1.13. RAT ION ALE FOR EX PER IM ENTAL WOR K 
A study of the literature of the quantitative and qualitative 
analyses of pea seed proteins revealed some shortcomings in those 
analyses. These deficiencies have been mentioned in the appropriate 
sections of the introduction. The experimental work in Chapters 2 t o 
5 was undertaken to rectify some of the deficiencies. Although the 
aims of the present investigations are stated in the introduction of 
each manuscript, brief reasons why this work should have been 
undertaken are given below. 
The need to study the pea seed proteins quantitatively 1n their 
entirety. 
In the past maJor interest has centred on the seed storage 
proteins legumin and vicilin, the albumin fraction has largely been 
ignored. Legumin, the more sulfur amino acid rich globulin fraction, 
has· been studied more extensively both quantitatively and 
biochemically than vicilin. While legumin content has been determined 
by many authors 1n a large number of lines, widely divergent in 
origin and often from spatially different sources and grown under 
field and/or glasshouse conditions, relatively few reliable estimates of 
vicilin and albumin contents are available. 
Many suggestions on how to improve protein content and quality 
have also been made, namely, altering the proportions of the storage 
proteins, or identifying sulfur rich components within protein 
fractions and determining the genetic basis of their inheritance for 
possible genetic manipulations. However, these suggestions were 
mostly based on experimental results involving only a few lines of 
peas (1-6) or they came from purely hypothetical considerations. The 
aim of the present study in Chapter 2 was to measure nine seed 
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protein characters 1n a larg e number of li nes grown under 
env i ronmenta lly uniform cond itions. 
The seed albumins of peas 
As mentioned al ready, relatively f ew reliable quantitative 
estimates of the albumin content have been available. Determinations 
of the albumin content, by a method described in chapter 2 , showed 
that this seed protein fraction 1s quantitatively as significant as 
either of the storage proteins. Fractionation of the albumins of 45 
lines by SOS-PAGE resolved a large number of polypeptides . Mr 
22000 and 8000 polypeptides were found to be quantitativel y major 
components in all lines examined . . The aim of the study i n Chapter 3 
was to characterise these major albumin polypeptides. 
Inheritance of legumin and albumin contents 
In the introduction it was pointed out that quantitative genetics 
of pea seed protein fractions was totally lacking. The important 
finding that legumin and albumin contents are significantly negatively 
correlated (r = -0. 75, chapter 2) showed that protein qual ity in peas 
could not be improved by simply altering the proportions of the 
storage proteins. This led to the study of the inheritance and 
heritability of legumin and albumin content in Chapter 4. The aim 
was to identify recombinants with high legumin and high albumin 
contents and to assess these 1n terms of their potential use 1n 
breeding programmes to i ncrease protein qual ity. 
Hormonal regulation of seed protein compos ition 
Studies in Chapter 2 and 4 showed that legumin , vicilin and 
albumin contents are genetically determined. However, an intriguing 
question remains; why a high legumin li ne makes 2 to 3 times as much 
legumin as a low legumin li ne? Assuming that the same number of 
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structural genes f or legumin are operative in high and low legumin 
lines, an assumption which is currently under invest igation, are there 
f actors, other than the env ironment, which cou ld be involved in the 
regulation of the synthesis and accumulation of legumin , vicilin and 
the albumins during cotyledonary development. Hormonal control is 
one of the possibilities. There 1s evidence to suggest that hormones 
play a role in storage protein synthesis from in vitro ex periments 
. h p h I I . 11 6 , 117 d B . 11 8 F th wit aseo us vu gar1s an rass1ca napus ur er , 
seeds of Pisum are a relatively rich source of 119-123 hormones 
particularly at the time of maximum liquid endosperm content. In our 
standard line, cv Greenfeast, the onset of vicilin and legumin 
synthesis coincides with maximum liquid endosperm content of the 
developing seeds. Preliminary in vivo experiments with cv Greenfeast 
1n which hormones were applied by various means indicated that 
hormones could affect seed protein composition at maturity. However, 
these results were inconclusive because differences within treatments 
were often as large as differences between treatments. These 
findings suggest that the technique of uniform hormone application 
was the key factor. In this experiment, in Chapter 5, the effects of 
four growth regulators on pod growth and seed protein composition 1n 
peas were investigated. 
CHAPTER 2: 
A Manuscript entitled: 
Quantitative Studies on the Cotyledonary Proteins in the Genus Pi sum 
published in the Journal of Science Food and Agriculture , August 
1982. 
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J. Sci. Food Agric. 1982, .33, 623-633 
Quantitative Studies on the Cotyledonary 
Proteins in the Genus Pisum 
Hartmut E. Schroeder 
CS/RO, Division of Plant Industry, PO Box /600, Canherra City. ACT 2f>OI. Australia 
(Manuscript received 17 September /981) 
Forty-five lines of peas including primitive or wild forms, field peas, and round and 
wrinkled garden peas, were grown under uniform conditions and the seeds examined 
for variation in protein characteristics likely to influence nutritional value. The 
characters measured were crude protein, extractable protein, globulins and albumins, 
the percentages of legumin, total sulphur and protein sulphur, carbon: nitrogen 
and nitrogen: sulphur ratios. The extractable J?rotein was separated quantitatively into 
an albumin fraction (20-35 %) and a globulin fraction (legumin and vicilin). Without 
exception lines high in albumin content were low in legumin content (correlation 
coefficient r= -0. 757). As both the albumin fraction and legumin are rich in sulphur 
amino acids, this negative correlation has important implications for attempts through 
plant breeding to improve the nutritional quality of legume seed proteins, by increas-
ing the sulphur amino acid content. Total sulphur was not correlated with any other 
protein character. 
1. Introduction 
The proteins of pea (Pisum) seeds are a source of food for man and monogastric animals, but as 
with other legume seeds these proteins are comparatively low in sulphur amino acids. Major 
interest has centred on the storage proteins legumin and vicilin, 1 - i classical globulins which togeth,!r 
make up 65-80 % of the buffer extractable protein of Pisum cotyledons. The albumin, legumin and 
vicilin contents, and their ratios, are genotype specific, 7 - 11 but also environment dependent .1 1 - 14 
It has been suggested 15 • 21 that protein quality in legumes, particularly in Pi.mm and Vicia, might 
be considerably improved if legumin, the more sulphur amino acid rich component of the globulin 
fraction could be increased, reducing or even replacing much of vicilin , the other major globulin 
component. That the albumins should be considered in breeding programmes, in particular to 
increase protein quality, has also been proposed. i.t:.i.t 5 .:!i 23 The albumins have a more favourable 
amino acid profile 8 ·21 ,'.? 2 than the globulins and are quantitatively significant, contributing 20-35 ~~ 
of the buffer extractable cotyledonary protein. It has been reported that strains of peas with higher 
protein efficiency ratios (PER) have a higher albumin content. 8 
This paper describes the variation in protein characteristics likely to be relevant in determining 
nutritional value, and in particular seeks correlations between protein fractions. The characters 
measured were crude protein, extractable protein, globulins and albumins, the percentages of 
legumin, total sulphur and protein sulphur, carbon: nitrogen and nitrogen: sulphur ratios. The 
last four characteristics have been proposed as indicators of protein quality. 24 2K Forty-five lines 
of peas were examined including, primitive or wild forms of field peas, round seeded garden peas 
and wrinkled seeded garden peas. The results are presented as a correlation matrix of the nine 
seed characters examined and are discussed in relation to assessment of protein quality. 
0022-5142/82/0700-0623 S02.00 ,t) 1982 Society of Chemical Industry 
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Cotyledonary proteins in the genus Pisum 
2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials 
625 
Lines of peas used in the analyses are listed in Table I. Plants were grown in a loam/sand/ peat 
moss mixture in 23-cm pots. A complete fertiliser was added to the mix before potting. Pots were 
placed in a glasshouse under natural light with increasing day length from August to December. 
The temperature range was from I sec (night) to a maximum of 26°C (day). Seeds were harvested 
from completely desiccated plants, air dried to a moisture content of 6.5-7.5 % and then weighed 
before dehulling. milling to a fine Aour and passing through a 0.2 mm screen. The dehulled, milled 
cotyledons will be referred to as ' Aour·. Between 30-50 seeds per line were taken to make up a 
bulk sample of each line for protein analyses. An exception was P. formosum, a perennial form, 
in which 50 seeds used were grown by Dr S. Blixt. Weibullsholm, Sweden. 
2.2. Buffer extractable protein 
Flour ( l g) was extracted twice with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) containing 0.5M NaCl for 1.5 h 
at 20"C on an end-over-end shaker. The final weight: volume ratio was 1 : 25. Extracts were centri-
fuged at 12 OOOg for 20 min at l 5 '"C . The combined supernatants of the two extracts were filtered 
through two layers of Miracloth pre-wetted with extraction buffer. Protein was determined by a 
micro-biuret method 29 and expressed relative to c~ude protein. 
2.3. Globulin and albumin contents 
The filtered extract was dialysed at 4 '"' C against distilled water, using eight changes of pre-cooled 
water during 84 h. It proved important to resuspend the contents of the dialysis bags with each 
change. After centrifuging at 12 OOOg for 20 min at 4 cc the supernatant albumin solution was 
decanted into pre-weighed flasks. The globulin pellet was washed once by suspension in cold 
distilled water and collected by centrifuging as described. The final globulin fraction was then 
suspended in distilled water for transfer to a pre-weighed flask. Both globulins and albumins were 
lyophilised, their weights were determined and their ratios calculated. 
2.4. Legumin contents of flour and globulins 
Legumin was determined as a percentage of total extractable protein from flour and of globulins 
by Laurell's rocket immunoassay,30 using a specific antilegumin serum raised in sheep. Samples 
(IO µ.I amounts of extracts) were applied to wells cut in an agarose gel into which antilegumin had 
been mixed before cooling. Standards of pure legumin (5-20 µ.g) were included on each ge1. The 
distance from the origin to the tip of the precipitate was proportional to the amount of legumin 
in the sample. By reference to a standard curve plotted for each gel, the amount of legumin in the 
extracts was then estimated and expressed as a percentage of the total protein content. 
2.5. Total sulphur and total nitrogen of flour 
The total sulphur content of flour was determined by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry according 
to Norrish and Hutton. 31 Total nitrogen was determined by a micrcr-Kjeldahl method. 
2.6. Crude protein 
This was calculated as total N x 6.25. 
2. 7. Protein sulphur and protein nitrogen 
Extraction of protein from Aour was performed as described in section 2.2. To the pre-cooled 
supernatant, 50 ~;; trichloroacetic acid (TCA) was added to give a final concentration of 10 % and 
the mixture was left on ice for 2 h before centrifuging at 12 OOOg for 20 min at 4 ·C. The supernatant 
was discarded and the precipitate was washed twice with cold acetone to remove any TCA and to 
facilitate air drying. The precipitated protein was left to dry overnight before grinding into a fine 
powder. Determinations of sulphur and nitrogen were made as described in section 2.5. 
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2.8. C: N ratio of flour 
This was determined using an elemental analyser, Carlo Erba Model 1106. 
2.9. Sodium dodecyl sulphate·polyacrylamitlc gel electrophoresis (SDS·PAGE) 
Samples were prepMed for electrophoresis by either dissolving the freeze-dried powder in digestion 
buffer (see later) or by precipitation of dilute solutions with 4 vols of cold ( - 20°C) acetone and 
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Figure 1. SOS-PAGE of reduced polypeptu.lcs of protein body extract (POE). globulins (GL) and albumins (AL) 
of three representative lines: no. 38 a low lcgumin line anJ 34 and 29, two high legumin lines. Apparent molecular 
weights ( x 10-3) are indicated on the vertical axis; • , acidic (40) and basic (20) polypeptides of legumin . Protein 
bodies were prepared according to Thomson et al. 6 
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collecting the precipitate by centrifuging at IO OOOg for IO min. The pellets were dissolved in diges-
tion buffer [0.125M Tris-HCl (pH 6.7), 2 % SOS, 2 % ,8-mercaptoethanol, 5 % glycerol and 0.01 % 
bromophenol blue] and heated at 90°C for 2 min. Samples (50-100 µl) containing 50-100 µg of 
protein were loaded in slots of slab gradient ( 12.5-25 %) polyacrylamide gels ( 150 x 140 x 1.5 mm) 
prepared as described elsewhere. 32 Electrophoresis was carried out ( 100 V, 14 mA) at room tem-
perature for I 6-20 h. The gels were washed twice for 30 min with a solution of 25 % ethanol-7 % 
acetic acid in water to remove SOS and to fix the proteins. The gels were stained with 0.5 % 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R in 50 ~~ methanol-40 % acetic acid for 15 min and destained in 25 % 
ethanol-7 °;;; acetic acid. 
3. Results 
3.1. Characterisation of albumin and globulin fractions by SOS-PAGE 
The extractable protein from pea cotyledons was cleanly and reproducibly separated into albumin 
and globulin components (see section 2.3). SOS-PAGE of the two fractions is illustrated in Figure I 
for three representative lines: a low legumin line (no. 38) and two high legumin lines (no. 34 and 
29). For comparison, the polypeptide composition of protein bodies (the organelles in which 
storage proteins are accumulated) is also shown for line no. 38. 
The electrophoretic pattern of storage protein polypeptides from isolated protein bodies and 
globulins of line no. 38 are qualitatively very similar; minor quantitative differences can be discerned, 
which could be due to differential losses during the protein body isolation procedure. The quantita-
tive difference in legumin content, between the high and low legumin lines is clearly evident in 
the Mr-40 000 and Mr- 20 000 regions. With the exception of one polypeptide (Mr- 17 000) 
the patterns of the globulin and albumin fractions are very different. In addition, no cross-con-
tamination was detected by immunodiffusion using either anti-protein body serum or anti-albumin 
serum ( not shown). The albumin polypeptide pattern of the three lines is very similar, although 
minor qualitative differences were observable. Two components ( Mr- 22 000 and Mr- 8 000) are 
quantitatively very conspicuous. The polypeptide of Mr- 22 000 may be of particular interest since· 
there is some evidence that it may be relatively rich in sulphur. 14 
3.2. Quantitative protein characters 
Between the members of four groups of Pisum lines a comparison was made of seed weight and 
eight protein characters. The protein characters assayed were: crude protein, percentage extractable 
protein, legumin as a percentage of extractable protein and of globulins, albumin as a percentage 
of extractable protein, globulin: albumin ratio, sulphur as a percentage of flour and C: N ratio of 
flour. 
Table 2. Group means for quantitative protein characters and seed weight 
Legumin 
Albumins Sulphur as 
Numher Percentage as percentage 
of Mean of percentage dry 
lines seed Crude Extractable ex tractable Percentage Globulin: of weight C:N 
per weight protein protein• protein of albumin extractable of ratio of 
Group group (mg) (%) ( /~) (flour) globulins ratio protein flour flour 
I] 116 . I ct 26. 8 ab 70. 5 b 34 . 2 a 54 . 6 a J. 89 a 20 . 8 C 0.259 a 10 . 2: l be 
II 10 198 . 2 b 2J . 2 C 80 . 5 a 23 .4 b 42 .J b J. 15 b 24.6 b 0 . 215 C 11. 8: I a 
Ill 11 291 . 5 a 24. 4 be 80.2 a 28 . 9 ab 47 . 6 ab 2.96 b 25 . 6 b 0 .222 C 11. 3: I ab 
IV 11 286. I a 28 . 2 a 81 .0 a 16. - C J2. 9 C 2. J9 C 29 . 7 a 0.243 ab 9 . 7: J C 
• Protein extractable in buffered saline measured by a biuret method as percentage of the crude protein (total 
Nx6 . 25). 
t Means followed hy the same letter are not si gnificantly different (5 % level). 
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Percentage extractable protein was lowest in the primitive forms (group I). Closest resemblance 
of the protein characters analysed was found between groups II (field peas) and 111 (garden peas), 
both round seeded phenotypes. The round (group 111) and wrinkled garden peas (group l V) are 
simila r only in seed weight, extractable protein and percentage total sulphur of flour. but differ 
significantly in the other six protein characters. 
3.J. Matrix of correlation coefficients 
Correlation coefficients were calculated between all combinations of the parameters listed 1n 
Table 2. 
Tahlc J. Correlation matrix of seed weight and the protein characters observed 
"' J 4 5 6 7 8 9 
-
I Seed weight 1.0000 
:! Crude protein ( ~.;) -0.0586 I .0000 
J Extractable protein 0.6012 -0 .4109 I . 0000 
( '';; ) 
4 Legum in of flour ( %> -0 .3770 0.2376 -0 . 6454 I . 0000 
5 Legumin of globulins -0 .3326 0 . 1944 -0.5740 0.9346 1.0000 
( ~·~) 
6 Globulin : albumin -0. 5565 0. 1844 -0 . 6944 0.7446 0.7678 I .0000 
ratio 
7 Albumins { 0~) 0.5328 -0. 1609 0.6759 -0.7571 -0. 7600 -0.9759· 1.0000 
8 Sulphur as percentage -0 .3034 0.2335 -0 . 1388 0 .0736 0.0465 0.0782 -0.0670 I .0000 
of dry weight of 
flour 
9 C: N ratio of ffour 0.0318 - 0 . 9229 0.4255 -0. 2425 -0. 2204 -0. 1609 0.1434 -0. 1297 1.0000 
• This correlation coefficient is of mathematical value only. 
On 4.1 degrees of freedom significant at: 5 °{,. 0.295: I 0, ~. 0.38 I ; and 0. I ~.;;, 0.4 75 . 
Seed weight is positively correlated (0.1 ~ ·~ level) with percentage extractable protein and albumin 
content. These latter two highly desirable characters are also positively correlated (0.1 % level). 
Consequently, larger seeds are negatively correlated with percentage legumin and with the globulin: 
albumin ratio. The negative correlation of seed weight with total sulphur, barely significant at the 
5 °;, level, is entirely due to the small-seeded primitive forms having the highest total sulphur 
content (see Table 2). Total sulphur is not correlated with any other protein character examined. 
The highly significant correlation of percent legumin of flour and percent legumin of globulins 
shows that levels of legumin can be accurately determined using .flour. The negative correlation of 
extractable protein with crude protein is a consequence of the primitive forms having a relatively 
high crude protein but a low extractable protein content. The C: N ratio is negatively correlated 
with crude protein content because groups I and IV have the highest crude protein contents but 
the lowest C: N ratios (see Table 2). Albumin content is negatively correlated at the 0.1 % level 
with legumin content. 
3.4. Correlation of albumin with legumin content 
The highly negative correlation of percentage albumin with percentage legumin (Table 3) could be 
important if protein quality is dependent on sulphu r amino acid content of the cotyledonary 
proteins. The individual analyses for all lines are shown in Figure 2. 
No line was found which was either high or low in horh legumin and albumin, among the 45 
lines examined. The albumin and legumin content appear to be line and group specific. Primitive 
40 
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Figure 2. Relationship of albumin and legumin 
contents of 45 lines of peas. Results are expressed 
as the percentages of each fraction in the protein 
extracted from the flour; A, primitive or wild forms. 
O, field peas; e . garden peas (round seeded): 
Q, garde_n peas (wrinkled seeded)-correlation 
coefficient r = -0. 757 . 
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or wild forms (group I) generally have the highest legumin and lowest albumin contents, with the 
exception of no. 13-an unusual subterranean form of P. fulvum. Field peas (group II) show the 
least variation for legumin content but the widest range of albumin contents. Rou,nd seeded garden 
peas (group I 11) exhibit the greatest variation for legumin content while wrinkled seeded garden 
peas (group I Y) show the least variation for both characters. 
3.5. Protein analyses of round and wrinkled seeds 
Because of the significant negative correlation between albumin and legumin contents ( Figure 2) 
Table 4. Comparative analyses of seed weight and protein characters of round and wrinkled 
seeded Jines 
Dehulled Sulphur as 
Study seed Crude Extractable Globulin: percentage Protein 
code weight" protein protein albumin dry weight N:S 
no. (mg) ( ~~) ( ~~) ratio of flour ratio 
Round seeded lines 
24 188. I 24.81 77 .9 2.69 0.256 23.8 
27 209.7 2 I. 56 79.4 2.54 0 .227 22.6 
28 241 .0 18 .6J 84 .2 3.00 0 .206 22.6 
29 J45.9 2J .63 80.4 J.45 0.216 26 . 8 
30 259.8 27.6J 75.J J . 12 0.214 22 . 5 
JI 241. 6 JI .50 76 . J J.02 0.229 25. I 
JJ 241 . 6 20.69 84.6 2.21 0.240 !9 . 5 
J4 J49.5 28 . l 9 80.8 .L81 0 .206 24 . 6 
i\,f ('(I II 259 . 7 24 .58 79. 9. 2 . 98 0 . 224 23.4 
Wrinkled seeded lines 
36 297.8 26 .38 80 . I I. 88 0 . 231 2J.6 
"!,7 182.6 31. 69 78 .2 2. 80 0 . 195 28.7 
:18 258 .0 27. I J 82 .9 2.61 - 0.220 22 .7 
39 269 . 7 29.50 75.6 2.10 0.196 27 .9 
40 262.2 26.70 84 .0 2 .42 0.269 21. 2 
41 297 . J 27. 19 77 .2 2.75 0 .249 23 .8 
42 274 . 3 26.94 8J.J 2 . I J 0 .260 21 . 2 
44 2J8.6 28 .00 86.8 2.33 0.295 22 . 8 
1\lf ea 11 260 . I 27.94 8/ .u 2.38 0.239 23 . 9 
S.e. of means 17 .0 I. 17 I . 3 0. 15 0.010 0 .9 
Significance of NS NS NS • s NS 
difference 
" Seed weight. mean of 100 seeds; other data. mean of two observations with < 5 o .. 
deviation; average bulk sample analysed, 30-50 seeds per line. 
• Significant at the 5 °,1., level: NS= Not significant. 
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and the close correlation of high legumin content with round seeds and low legumin content with 
wrinkled seeds, 10 a more detailed examination of eight lines of group III and eight lines of group 
IV was made. Individual variation of protein characters within and between these two sets of eight 
lines are presented in Table 4. 
The two sets are not different in five out of the six characters listed. The only difference is found 
in the globulin: albumin ratio. In view of the very different quantitative composition of the extract-
able protein of these lines (see Table 5), it is of particular interest to note that no difference was 
found in protein N: S ratio. The two set means are almost the same. A real exception seems to be 
the round seeded line no. 33. This line has the most favourable protein N: S ratio, combined with 
a low globulin: albumin ratio; such a line might possibly be a useful source of genetic variability 
for a protein quality breeding programme. 
3.6. Protein fractions per pair of cotyledons 
In Table 5, analyses of protein fractions are expressed as milligrams per dehulled seed (Table 5) 
rather than in percentages, so that the weight of cotyledons is taken into account. 
The albumin component of the extractable protein is consistently higher in the wri~kled seeds 
while the globulin component is very similar for both sets. Even though percentage legumi·n differs 
Table 5. Protein fractions of round and wrinkled seeded lines (mg per pair 
of cotyledons) and vicilin: legumin ratio 
Vicilin: 
Study code Albumin Globulin Legumin legumin 
no. (mg) (mg) (mg) ratio a 
Round seeded lines 
24 9.84 25.50 12.44 1.05 
27 10.14 25.74 9.29 I. 77 
28 9 .46 28.36 15 . 68 0.81 
29 14.27 50 .95 28.17 0.81 
30 13 . 12 40.94 19.73 1.08 
31 14 .44 43.62 23.99 0. 82 
33 13. 18 29.12 8.59 2.39 
34 16 . 54 63.04 41 . 98 0. 50 
Mean 12.62 38.41 /9.98 /./5 
Wrinkled seeded lines 
36 21 . 84 41.05 14 .90 I . 76 
37 l I. 91 33 .36 10.14 2.29 
38 16 .08 41.97 15.40 I. 73 
39 19 . 30 40 .82 13 .96 l. 85 
40 17 . 19 41.60 12.73 2.27 
41 16.55 45.88 11.10 3. 1.3 
42 19 .66 41.89 15 .09 I. 71 
44 17 .42 40.58 15.26 I. 66 
i\1ean 17 .49 40.89 13.57 2.05 
S.e. of means 1.00 4. 80b 4.00b 0 .20 
1. 2Qe 0. 70r 
Significance of •• NS NS •• 
difference 
"Vicilin content was estimated by subtracting the amount of legumin 
(mg) from the amount of globulin (mg). 
b, c S.e. of round (b) and wrinkled (c) lines derived separately. 
•• Significant at the l % level; data, mean of two observations with < 5 /o 
deviation, average bulk sample analysed 30-50 seeds per line. 
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significantly (Table 2) between groups III and lY (round and wrinkled seeded garden peas), no 
difference in milligrams of legumin per seed could be established. Legumin content (mg per seed) 
is quite uniform within the wrinkled seeded set, but shows wide variation (see also Figure 2) in the 
round seeded set and this accounts for the large, separately calculated standard error. However, 
vicilin: legumin ratios of the two sets differ significantly. 
4. Discussion 
All lines, except P.Jormosum, were grown under similar environmental conditions beca_use tempera-
ture' 1 and nutrient status 14 have previously been shown to affect the relative proportions of pea 
seed proteins. Thus, the variation in seed and seed protein characteristics, observed in the present 
study, must be genetically determined. 
The close correlation between round and wrinkled seeds and high and low levels of legumin 
established by Davies 10 was also found in this study. But correlations between quantitative protein 
characters, namely, of globulin: albumin ratio with legumin content and of albumin content with 
legumin content have not been reported previously. A high legumin content was always reflected 
in a lower albumin content and vice versa. None of the 45 Jines examined broke these correlations. 
Total sulphur as a percentage of dry weight of flour was not correlated with any of the protein 
characters measured (Table 3). Comparing sets of high and low Jegumin lines (round and wrinkled 
seeds, Table 4) some variation in total sulphur was observed within sets but no significant difference 
between set means could be established. The N: S ratio in extractable protein also varies within 
sets and again set means are almost identical. 
Consistent with this, using sulphur amino acid analyses from the literatures,17 ,2 1 •22 and either 
percentages of protein fractions from Table 2, or albumin, globulin, legumin and vicilin: legumin 
ratio data from Table 5 it can be calculated that high and low legumin lines have a very similar 
total sulphur amino acid content. Amino acid analysis [Poulsen, R. (Plant Breeding Institute, 
Cambridge. Engla.nd). private communication] of two high and low legumin lines from the Canberra 
collection, supported this conclusion. An analysis of methionine content by Slinkard's group3:3 
revealed that the methionine content (expressed as mg methionine g- 1 protein) was very similar 
for round and wrinkled seeded lines. They concluded that most of the observed variation in meth-
ionine content was due to variation in protein content and was largely environment dependent. 
rt appears then, that sulphur amino acid content relative to protein content. is a fairly constant 
factor, varying little if any from line to line. 
When assessing both protein quality and quantity the vicilin fraction must be considered. The 
lysine content of vicilin 1 ; ,21 ,22 is significantly higher than that of legumin. This is an important 
factor when designing a mixed diet of cereals and legumes, because the total protein will be utilised 
only to the level of the most limiting essential amino acid. The albumins combine high levels of 
sulphur amino acids with a high lysine content and as a protein fraction fully satisfy the WH034 
requirement pattern in terms of g of amino acid I 00 --1 g protein. 
The present results suggest that when considering protein quality more emphasis should be 
given to the nutritionally superior 8 · 1; -21 - -23 albumin fraction. In the present study 20-35 % of the 
total extractable protein as albumins. but variation in albumin content ranging from 14 to 40 % 
have been observed23 and Bajaj's study 8 correlating PER with albumin content indicates at least 
a two-fold difference in albumin content. There are probably many thousands of albumin species, 
most of which individually contribute little to the total protein content. On this basis it would 
be difficult or impossible to alter the composition of this fraction significantly by selecting a particular 
desirable albumin component in a quality breeding programme. But the present study shows that 
the predominant albumins are amenable to biochemical characterisation and possibly genetic 
analysis and some polypeptides are individually of quantitative significance. A relatively small 
number of native albumin proteins displayed by PAGE are of major quantitative significance 9,35 , 3n 
and these have been used to distinguish between Pi.mm forms taxonomically. resulting in five 
albumin band patterns. Two of these band patterns when analysed genetically.1; were found to be 
determined by two alleles of one locus. Elution profiles of albumins .1 a fractionated on Sephadex 
43 
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G-100 yielded four fractions, fraction 3 being six times richer in cystine content. Electrophoretic 
analysis of albumins on SDS-PAG under reducing conditions revealed two band regions of major 
quantitative significance ( Figure I). One of the predominant polypeptides ( Mr"' 22 000) is markedly 
reduced in staining density in the polypeptide spectrum of extracts from sulphur-deficient peas. 14 
Thus, even without full analysis of the albumins it may be possible to use available data to identify 
and select desirable albumin components, and to establish the genetic basis of particularly sulphur-
rich albumins with nutritional potential. 
Round and wrinkled lines of peas have been compared in detail genetically by Blixt3 9 ,40 and for 
agronomically important characters by Slinkard's group. 33 . Both studies showed wrinkled seeds to 
have a higher protein content but round seeded lines to have higher yields and better field establish-
ment. Protein yield per unit area was not significantly different in the two groups of peas. Genetic 
variation in protein content, partly due to the pleiotropic effect of the gene for wrinkled, 41 is limited, 
making any improvement in the percentage protein of peas by breeding slow and difficult. 
Two highly positive correlations, namely, protein yield with seed yield and protein weight per 
seed with seed weight,33 coupled with the highly positive correlation of seed weight and albumin 
content found in this study (Table 3), appear to offer hope for useful advances in breeding for 
protein quantity and quality. But a breeding strategy42 for the improvement of protein in pulses, 
based on the coordinated analysis at both the subunit and holoprotein levels, will be required 15 •43 
if genetical and biochemical investigations of the proteins are to be useful to breeders trying to 
improve seed protein yield and quality. 
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Summary 
The maJor albumins of Pisum cotvledons 
Ha r t mut E . Schroe der 
CSIRO, Division of Plant Industry, G.P. 0 . Bo x 1600 
Canberra City A.C.T. 2601 Australia 
The albumin fraction of the cotyledons of Piswn contains two maJor 
polypeptides which together make up 34 percent ( 17% each) of the total 
albumin fraction. Both of these albumins (M ~ 8000 and~ 22000 ) are r . 
cotyledon specific proteins. In many Pisum lines the M ~ 22000 fracti on 
r 
resolves into two components on Na-dodecylsulfate-polyacrylamide gels. 
The M ~ 8000 polypeptide was broken down during germination and early 
r 
seedling growth, indicating that it functions as a storage protein, while 
the M ~ 22000 polypeptides were degraded relatively slowly. The level of 
r 
both of these polypeptides was markedly reduced under sulfur deficiency 
conditions, the M ~ 22000 components being affected to a lesser extent 
r 
than the M ~ 8000 component. Consistent with this, when [35s]-sodium 
r 
sulfate was injected into the pedicel of control plants during seed 
development and albumins were isolated at seed maturity, polypeptides of 
M ~ 8000 and~ 22000 together accounted for a major proportion of t he r 
radioactivity in the total albumin fraction. The abundance and relative ly 
-high sulfur content of these two albumins could be significant fac to rs in 
determining the nutritional value of pea seed proteins. 
.7 
Abbreviations SDS = sodium dodecylsulfate 
PAGE - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
PI/G - Plant Industry Genetics number 
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1. Introduction 
The seed proteins from peas have been studied from many aspects in 
recent years; most attention has been given to the compositi on of the 
globulin fraction because it contains the major seed storage proteins 
vicilin and legumin. However, the albumin fraction contributes a 
quantitatively important proportion of the seed ·proteins in Pisnm. It 
accounts for 20-35 percent of the total extractable cotyledonary proteins 1 
and includes most of the enzymatic and metabolic proteins. Analysis of 
th~s complex fraction by SDS-PAGE revealed the presence of two major 
polypeptide components, of M 
r 
~8000 and ~22000 1 . 
The aim of this study was to further investigate some of the 
characteristics of these major components of the seed albumin fraction. 
These two albumin polypeptides were present in all of the 45 lines of 
Pisum examined. Polypeptides of Mr~ 8000 and Mr~ 22000 contributed 34 
percent of the protein of the albumin fraction and accounted for about 50 
t f th 35s · d . h. f . h h d percen o e incorporate into tis raction t roug out see 
development, indicating they are rich in sulfur-containing amino acids. 
These polypeptides are cotyledon-specific; their behavior during 
germination and early seedling growth suggests that at least the Mr ~ 8000 
polypeptides function as storage proteins. 
2. Experimental 
2.1. Materials and Methods 
Plant material, protein isolation, in vivo incorporation of 
[35 S]sodium sulfate, SDS-PAGE, fluorography and densi tometry. Our standard 
line Pisum sativum L. PI/G 086, a selection from cv Greenfeast stock 
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collection CSIRO Canberra, was grown under conditi ons described by 
~ 
Schroeder 1 Albumins from seeds of 45 lines extracted and . pea we re 
sulfur wa s determined according to Schroe der 1 Albumins from protein . peas 
grown under sulfur deficiency conditions were obtained from previously 
described experimental material2 . Seed proteins of our standard line 
were labelled with 35 s by injecting (35 s]sodium sulfate (50 µl of carrier 
3 free, 185xl0 MBq/ml, New England Nuclear, Boston,_Mass, U.S.A.) into the 
pedicel on days 15, 20 and 25 after flower opening and album{ns were 
isolated at maturity. The labelled albumins were fractionated by SDS-PAGE 
and fluorographed according to Spencer et al. 3 and Gill et al. 4 
respectively. Protein samples were loaded to give optimum resolution for 
major and minor polypeptide bands and to bring their staining by Coomassie 
blue within the linear response range and their fluorography to 
below-saturating intensities when measured by densitometry using a Joyce 
Loebl Denisitometer. I have assumed that there is no differential 
dye-binding between the albumin polypeptides. Contribution of the 
selected components, M ~ 22000 and~ 8000 polypeptides was expressed as 
r 
the areas under the peaks, relative to the total area. 
2.2. Extraction of leaf, stem, pod and root proteins of pea plants. 
Fresh leaf, stem, pod and root tissue (1 g) was ground in liquid nitrogen 
and extracted with phosphate buffer pH 7.2 (0.1 M sodium phosphate, 0.5 M 
-
NaCl, 1 mM MgC1 2 , 5 mM ethylene diaminetetra-acetic acid (EDTA) and 0.14 M 
2-mercaptoethanol) for 30 min with gentle stirring on ice. The homogenate 
was centrifuged at 20000 g for 30 min at S°C. Aliquots of the 
supernatants were either tested directly against seed albumin antiserum in 
Ouchterlony gel plates according to Dudman and Millerd5 , or were 
precipitated with 10% trichloroacetic acid for SDS-PAGE and protein 
d t . . 6 e erminations . 
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2 . 3. Extraction of proteins during germination. Pea seeds of equal weight 
of line PI / G 086 were imbibed overnight and grown in vermiculite in the 
dark at a constant temperature of 22°C using only distilled water. 
Proteins were extracted from cotyledons on days 0,1,3,6,9. Cotyledons 
were ground in a mortar in protein extraction buffer (5 ml per seed, 0.5 M 
NaCl, 0.02 M Tes pH 7.8, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfortylfluoride) and vortexed 
intermittently for 30 min. The homogenate was centrifuged at 10000g for 
20 min at S°C and 10 µl of the supernatant was used directly- for SDS-PAGE. 
3. Results 
3.1 Albumin-polypeptides - The albumin fraction of of 45 lines of Pisurn 
was fractionated on SDS-PAGE and the results for 10 representative lines 
are shown in Fig. 1. In all lines examined two major polypeptide classes, 
one of M ~ 22000 and the other of M ~ 8000, were observed together with 
r r 
a number of minor components. 
Insert Fig. 1 
Quantitative and qualitative heterogeneity was observed between 
lines. The M ~ 22000 fraction consisted of either two polypeptides or 
r 
one or other member of the pair, while only small differences were 
apparent in the M ~ 8000 polypeptide region. Similar variations were 
r 
seen among all 45 lines examined (data not shown). 
3.2. Cotyledon specificity - The albumin polypeptides of M ~ 22000 and~ 
r 
8000 are restricted to the cotyledons. When total protein extracts of 
leaves, stems, pods and roots of actively-growing pea plants of our 
standard line were fractionated on SDS-PAGE, no polypeptides corresponding 
to the two major cotyledonary albumins were detected (Fig. 2). 
Insert Fig. 2 
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PBE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 PBE 
Fractionation of albumins of 10 lines of Pisum by SOS-PAGE 
under reducing conditions. (I) P. cinereum, (2) P. 
humile, (3) P. fulvum, (4) P . elatius, (5) P. tibetanicum, 
(6) P. abyssinicum, (7) P. asiaticum, ( 8 ,9 and 10) P. 
sativum. A protein body extract ( PBE ) from P . sativum 
was used to prov ide m~3ker polypept ides in the outer two tracks. The M x 10 for globul in s and albumins are 
shown on the l~ft and right vertical axis, respectively. 
Each track was loaded with equal amoun ts of protein. 
Fig. 2. 
22-
8-
a b C d e 
Polypeptides from various tissues of our standard Pisum line 
PI/G 086 compared with seed albumins fractionated by 
SOS-PAGE under reducing conditions. ( a ) seed albumins; 
total extractable protein from ( b ) leaf, ( c) stem, ( d) pod 
and ( e) root. Each track was loaded with equal amounts of 
protein determined by Biuret. 
Consistent with this, when compared on an equal protein concentration 
basis, these plant protein extracts failed to react with antiserum against 
seed albumins when t ested by irnmunodiffusion in Ouchterlony gel plates 
within 10 days (data not shown). 
3.3. Protein utilization during germination - The fact that these two 
albumins were restricted to the cotyledons suggested that they may 
. . 
function as storage proteins. Their rate of degradation during 
germination was therefore compared with that of the globulin storage 
proteins legumin and vicilin. Total cotyledonary protein was extracted 
from germinating pea seeds, grown in complete darkness and their 
polypeptide patterns were examined by SDS-PAGE, from days Oto 9 after 
imbibition (Fig. 3). 
Insert Fig. 3 
Utilization of Mr~ 75000 (vicilin) and Mr~ 40000 (legumin) 
polypeptides was observed first. Vicilin polypeptides of Mr~ 50000 and~ 
30000 and albumin polypeptides of Mr~ 8000 were broken down more slowly. 
In contrast Mr~ 22000 albumin polypeptides, although markedly reduced 
quantitatively, were still resolved on day 9. The loading of equal volume 
of seed extract (see methods 2.3) reflected the absolute decrease in 
protein content of cotyledons from day Oto 9. By day 9 most of the 
degradation products were sufficiently small to be no longer retained on 
the gel. 
3.4. Sulfur content of the major albumins - The albumin polypeptide 
pattern of seeds from plants grown under sulfur deficiency conditions ( -S ) 
(Fig. 4) showed almost complete suppression of polypeptides in the Mr~ 
8000 region while the M ~ 22000 polypeptides appeared not to be as 
r 
markedly affected. However, since the total a lbumin fraction from 
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Fig. 3. The remobilization of seed proteins during germination. 
Total cotyledonary proteins were extracted from 
germinating seeds, between O to 9 days after imbibition 
and fractionated by3 SOS-PAGE under reducing conditions. M x 10 of major globulins vicilin (V) 
and legumin ([) are shown on the vertical axis, left, 
those of major albumins (A) on the right. The PAG 
was stained with Coomassie blue. By day 9 most of the 
protein has been degraded to small polypeptides which 
apparently have run off the gel, except the M 22000 
albumin polypeptides which could still be discerneJ. 
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S- deficient peas is reduced by 30 percent, (from 27 pe rcent in control 
seeds to 19 percent of total seed protein in S- deficient seeds ), there is 
also a reduction in the absolute amount of the M ~ 22000 polypeptides. 
r 
Furthermore, the equal loading of protein in both tracks of Fig. 4, and 
the almost total absence of M ~ 8000 protein tends to ove rrepresent t he 
r 
contribution of the M ~ 22000 protein in this comparison. 
r 
Insert Fig. 4 
3 .5. Quantitative analyses - The contributions of the Mr~ 22000 and Mr~ 
8000 polypeptides to the total albumin fraction were determined and their 
' 
relative sulfur content was estimated. In line 086, cv Greenfeast, the 
albumins made up 27 percent of the extractable cotyledonary protein but 
contain 68 percent of the total protein sulfur. Since it was not feas i ble 
to prepare sufficient Mr~ 22000 and Mr~ 8000 polypeptide protein for 
sulfur determinations by X-ray fluorescence spectometry, an indication of 
their contribution to the total albumin sulfur was sought by labelling 
developing seeds with [3Ss] sodium sulfate throughout the major phase of 
protein accumulation. At seed maturity the albumin fraction was isolated 
and then fractionated by SDS-PAGE. The gel was first stained with 
Coomassie Blue and then subjected to fluorography. Densitometry of the 
stained gel showed that Mr~ 22000 and Mr~ 8000 bands together accounted · 
for 34 percent (17 percent each) of the albumin fraction. (Fig. Sa), or 9 
percent of the total cotyl~donary protein. Densitometry of the 
fluorograph indicated that the Mr~ 22000 and Mr~ 8000 polypeptides 
together accounted for about 50 percent of the total label in the albumin 
fraction (Fig. Sb). Taking 35 s incorporation as a measure of the 
sulfur-amino acid content, this indicates that the Mr~ 8000 polypeptides 
are particularly rich in these amino acids. 
Insert Fig. Sa and b 
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Fig. 4. 
92-
22-
8--
C -s 
The effects of sulfur deficiency on the albumin fraction of 
cotyledons of our standard line P. sativum_ 3PI / G 086. ( C) 
control and (-S) sulfur deficient. M x 10 are shown on 
the vertical axis. There was a strong reduction of M 8000 
polypeptides due to S deficiency. The M r22000 
polypeptides are also reduced but this is largely m£'sked by 
the equal protein loading in both tracks. Sulfur deficiency 
results in a 30 percent reduction in the albumin content of 
the cotyledons. 
dl 
I 
I 
. , : tt\_~i!::1· ~! J~ ij; j !t, !·~ .:: {~ ~ ~ 
Fig. Sa and b. The contribution of the major albumin 
polypeptides to the total albumin polypeptide fraction of 
pea seeds and the distribution of sulfur-containing 
amino acids in these polyp~tides. Developing seeds 
were labelled in situ with ( S) sodium sulfate and at 
- --
seed maturity the albumins were i solated and 
fractionated by SOS-PAGE under reducing conditions. 
The gel was first stained with Coomassie blue and then 
subjected to fluorography. (a) Coomassie -b lue-stained 
gel and the densitometric scan of the stained gel, ( b ) 
Fluorograph of the same gel and the densitometric scan 
of the fluorograph. 
··1 
a 
92 22 8 
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4 . Discussion 
Studies on the albumins of pea seeds have shown that this protein 
fraction is amenable to biochemical characterisation and genetic 
. 7-10 
analysis 
The albumins have a well-balanced amino acid profile and are 
1 . 1 . h . S . . d 9 - 12 re ative y ric in -amino aci s Since the albumins in Pisum make up 
20 to 35 percent of the -total extractable cotyledonary proteins 1 it is 
likely that they are an important factor in determining the nutritional 
quality of legume seed protein. Here, I have shown that 34 percent of the 
albumin proteins of line 086 can be accounted for by equal contributions 
of two polypeptide classes (M ~ 22000 and M ~ 8000) Fig Sa. Both these 
r r 
polypeptides are quantitatively significant and of widespread occurrence 
throughout the genus Pisum (Fig. 1) and are restricted to the seed. The 
M ~ 8000 polypeptides appear to function as storage proteins since they 
r 
were degraded during germination and early seedling growth; the M ~ 
r 
22000 polypeptides were not broken down to the same extent. When peas 
were grown under sulfur deficiency conditions there was a substantial 
reduction in the level of the M ~ 22000 components and an almost complete 
r 
reduction of the M ~ 8000 polypeptides (Fig. 4). Consistent with this 
r 
was the finding that the M ~ 22000 and M ~ 8000 polypeptides accounted 
r r 
for a major proportion of the [35 s] labelled albumins in the mature seed 
(Fig. Sb). 
The occurrence of a S-amino-acid-rich, low-molecular-weight albumin 
10 fraction in Pisum has already been reported by Jakubek and Przybylska 
They fractionated pea seed albumins by G-100 column chromatography and 
obtained four fractions, s1 to s4 . The s3 fraction was shown to be 
sixfold richer in cystine than the other fractions but yielded no visible 
polypeptides on 10% SDS-PAG. The M ~ 8000 polypeptides described here, 
r 
are also rich in sulfur-containing amino acids and are not retained on 10% 
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SDS - PAG (data not shown), but are clearly resolved on the gradient gels 
(12 .5 to 25% polyacrylamide) used in this study. Given the similarities in 
their properties it is likely that polypeptides of the s3 fraction 
correspond to the M ~ 8000 polypeptides reported in this paper. A 
r 
13 
comprehensive study of oil seeds by Youle and Huang also reported the 
wide spread occurrence of low molecular weight arid high-cysteine-containing 
albumin proteins in a number of species. 
Globulins have long been considered as storage proteins whil e 
albumins generally have been thought of as enzymatic and metabolic 
. 11 14 proteins ' Yet, at least some of the albumins appear to function as 
. . . . 15, 16 
storage proteins in germination ·. 17 Murray also proposed a storage 
role for albumins in pea cotyledons and results reported in this paper 
agree in principle with his conclusion since at least polypeptides in the 
M 8000 regions are shown to behave as storage proteins during 
r 
germination. However, Murray based his interpretation on an albumin 
fraction which was largely contaminated with globulin polypeptides. It 
can be shown that the dialysis of a pea protein solution against running 
17 tap water and distilled water for only 18 h, as used by Murray , does not 
result in a clean separation of globulins from albumins (data not shown). 
The presence of vicilin and legumin polypeptides in Murray's albumin 
fraction of cv. Greenfeast makes the M ~ 8000 polypeptides a relatively 
r 
minor albumin component when in fact in our standard line, also cv. 
Greenfeast, these polypeptides account for 17 percent of the albumin 
proteins, or even more significantly, 4.5 percent of the total extractable 
protein of the cotyledons. Of added significance is the sulfur richness 
of the Mr~ 8000 polypeptides, which is important if one equates prote in 
quality of legume seed protein with S amino acid content. These 
particular albumins represent a significant sulfur storage form in seeds 
and one would predict that nutritionally they are more valuable than other 
storage proteins (globulins) in the same seed12 . · 
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Summary. Legumin and albumin are the fractions of pea seed prot ei ns 
preferred to vicilin because of their high sulfur amino ac id conten t s . The 
joint inheritance of legumin and albumin contents was stud ied in a cross 
between two contrasting lines of peas - one with high legumin and low 
albumin, and the other with low legumin and med i um to high album in. 
Single seed determinations were made 1n the parental, F 1 , F2 and 
backcross generations using rocket immunoelectrophoresis. In th e 
non-segregating generations (P1 , .P-2 and F1 ), legumin and album in 
contents were negatively correlated (r - Z 0.50 ) . The estimates of 
correlation coefficients 1n the segregating generations (F2 , sc1 and sc2) 
were al so about -0. 5. However, the two estimates based on the round and 
on the wrinkled seeds separately 1n the F2 generation were not 
significantly -different from zero. At least four individual round F2 seeds 
showed the desired recombination of high legumin with high album in 
indicating that the unfavorable correlation can be broken. In th i s cross 
legumin content showed predominantly additive genetic variation whereas 
the dominance variance was the largest component for albumin con t ent . A 
combined II relative su I fur index 11 , proposed as a- convenient measure f or 
selection, showed a narrow sense heritability of 47 per cen t . In genera l 
these results support the view that sulfur amino acid conten t of peas can 
be improved by breeding, but that the required select ion r eg ime must t ake 
both legumin and albumin content into account. 
Key words: Seed proteins - legumin - albumin - her itabi l ity 
..J 
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Introduction 
The seed proteins in pea (Pisum sativum L. ) seeds are made up of the 
storage globulins legumin and vicilin together with the albumins. Globu lins 
account for 65-80 percent and albumins for 20-35 percent of the 
extractable protein of pea cotyledons ( Schroeder , 1982). · The leg umi n, 
vicilin and albumin contents are genotype-specific but also 
environment-dependent (Furedi, 1970; Bajaj et al. 1971; Gottschalk et al. 
1975; Davies, 1976, 1980; Przybylska et al. 1977; Thomson et al. 1979; 
Randall et al. 1979). Of the storage proteins, legumin has a higher sulfur 
amino acid content than vicilin and is therefore a more desirable protein 
fraction in terms of animal nutrition. It appears then, that sulfur amino 
acid content could be increased by genetically altering the proportions of 
storage proteins, 1.e., ra1s1ng legumin content at the expense of vicilin 
content. However, the albumins, as a protein fraction, have a 
considerably higher sulfur amino acid content than legumin with an overall 
more favourable amino acid profile than the globulins (Bajaj et al. 1971; 
Hu rich et al. 1977; Boulter and Derbyshire, 1971) and they are a 
quantitatively significant protein fraction. Furthermore it was prev iously 
found (Schroeder, 1982) that legumin and albumin contents of a diverse 
set of lines are negatively correlated (r = -0.76) indicating that protein 
quality, if assessed tn terms of sulfur amino acid content , cannot be 
improved by raising only the legumin content. The aim then should be to 
break the negative correlation and to combine high levels of legumin with 
high levels of albumins. , Therefore a realistic assessment of the prospects 
of increasing protein quality 1n peas depends on an understanding of the 
joint genetic control of legumin and albumin contents. 
If 
r 
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The purpose of this ex periment was to stud y th e joint inh er itance and 
her itabi lity of legumin and a lbumin contents in P . sativum. T h e results of 
th e genetic ana lysis show that to be s uccessful, breeding for in creased 
protein quality must take account of both these sources of sulfur amino 
acids. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant Material 
Crosses were made between a low legumin, medium to high albumin, 
wr inkled seeded line (Parent 1), and a high legumin, low albumin, round 
seeded line (Parent 2). Parent 1 was cv. Greenfeast , the Canberra 
control line PI/G 086 (Plant Industry/ Genetics). Parent 2 was P! / G 307 
(Pisum Genebank, Weibullsholm number WL 110, Kungsart). Seeds from 
parent lines were harvested only from those plants used in reciprocal 
crosses for the production of F1 , sc1 and sc2 generation seed. Cross 
combinations were made 1n both directions. F2 generation seed was 
represented by seeds borne on F 1 plants. The characters measured were 
seed weight, percent extractable protein and legumin and albumin contents 
as percentages of extractable protein. 
All plants were grown in a sand, loam, peat moss mixture (1:1:1) in 
23 cm pots, with complete fertilizer added, in a glasshouse under natural 
light. The temperature range was 18°C (n ight ) to a maximum of 24°C 
( day ). Seed was harvested from completely desiccated p lants , air-dried to 
a moisture content of 6.5-7.5 percent and then weighed. 
Buffer Extractable Protein 
Single seeds were dehulled and the cotyledons mi ll ed to a fine flour 
passing through a 0.2 mm screen. Duplicate samples of 50 mg flour per 
seed were extracted twice with 0.5 ml TBE extractio n buffer (0. 5 M tris 
(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane, 0. 01 M ethylene diaminotetraacetic acid, 
J 
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titrated wi th bor ic ac id t o pH 9 . 2 containing 1 mM 
pheny lmethyl -s u lfonylfl uoride ) . After vortexing , the samp les were put on 
an end-over-end shaker for 30 min at room temperature. The homogenate 
from each flour sample was centrifuged at 20000 g for 20 min at 5°C. 
Aliquots of the supernatant were used directly for protein determinations 
by biuret (Goa, 1953 ) and to measure legumin and albumin contents. 
Determination of Legumin and Albumin Contents . 
Legumin and albumin contents as percentages of total extractable 
cotyledonary protein from flour were determined by Laurell's rocket 
immunoassay (Weeke 1973) using specific antisera raised in sheep, aga inst 
purified legumin and albumin protein fractions. Samples (10 µI of single 
seed extracts were applied to wells cut into agarose gels (0.9%) into which 
either antilegumin or antialbumin serum had been mixed before cooling. 
Standards of pure legumin (9-19 µg) and pure albumin (7-19 µg ) were 
included in the respective gels. The distance from the origin to the tip of 
the precipitin line was proportional to the amount of legumin rn the 
samples. Rocket immunoelectrophoresis of the albumin fraction resulted in 
a rocket with 5-7 precipitin lines. However, the height of the major line 
of the rocket was directly proportional to the albumin concentration of 
albumin standards and albumin in the samples tested. By reference to a 
standard curve plotted for each gel, the amount of either legumin or 
albumin in single seed extracts was determined and expressed as percent 
of extractable protein. The duplicate extracts from each seed provided 
replicates of each variable legumin and albumin. Subsequent computations 
used the means of these two replicates. 
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Relative Su lfur Index 
B y using su lfur amino acid dat a from th e literature ( Casey and Short, 
1981; Hu rich et al. 1977; Bou lter and Derby shire, 1971 ) and percentages 
of legumin, vicilin and albumin, it can be calculated that most li nes of peas 
differ littl e if at all in sulfur amino acid content ( Schroeder 1982 ) . Th i s 
finding led us to calculate a relative sulfur index value for each of the 
seeds analysed 1n this cross. The sulfur index is proportional to the sum 
of 1.40 x legumin %, 0.38 x vicilin %, and 3.53 x albumin %. Since the 
three fractions account for all the extractable cotyledonary protein this 
relationship can conveniently be expressed as -
relative sulfur index= legumin % + 3.1 x albumin% 
Genetic Analysis 
Genetic analysis was performed on the following characters; seed weight, 
protein content, the concentrations of the protein fractions legumin and 
albumin and the calculated relative sulfur index value. The additive ( D) 
and dominance (H) genetic components of variance, and the environmental 
(E) component, as well as the narrow and broad sense · heritabilities for 
each character were calculated by standard procedure (Mather and Jin ks, 
1971). These used the generation variances for the parental lines, the 
two reciprocal F/s, the four backcrosses and the two F2
1s. The four 
backcrosses arose because each of the two reciprocal F1
1s were used as 
either male or female parents in backcrosses. In generations segregating 
for round versus wrinkled seed (backcrosses and F2
1s) each seed was 
classified for seed type and the means and variances for al I characters 
computed first within seed types. In backcrosses every seed harvested 
,. was analysed. In the F2
1s all seeds harvested (total of 759) were grouped 
into round and wrinkled phenotypes to determine the phenotypic ratio. 
However, equal numbers of round and wrinkled seeds, taken at random 
j 
I 
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from the t wo groups, were anal y sed. T h e means f or each of the 
segregating generations w ere derived b y averaging these groups weighted 
by the ex pected ratio. The vari ances of these wh ole populations included 
both the variat ion within seed phenotypes and the variation among seed 
phenotypes. 
Results 
Legum in and A lbumin Contents 
Determination of leg.umin and albumin conten t by rocket 
immunoelectrophoresis of a number of single seed extracts of P1 , P2 , F2 's 
and pure legumin and albumin standards are shown in Fig. 1 a and b. 
I n s e rt Fig 1 a and b . 
In rockets of legumin standards, a second (minor) rocket is observed 
which 1s not seen in seed extracts. Presumably the concentration of this 
legumin component 1s too low 1n seed extracts to give a reaction. 
Heterogeneity in the albumin fraction is indicated by the number of minor 
rockets within the major rocket. The antiserum against albumins was made 
against an equal mixture of pure albumins from 20 lines of peas; this 
explains differences observed 1n the intensity of the minor rockets of 
standards and of seed extracts of parents and crosses. But chemical 
analyses of albumin contents and globulin to albumin ratio determinations 
( Schroeder, 1982) of all the lines tested so far (data not shown) indicated 
that the height of the maJor rocket 1s proportional to the albumin 
concentration In protein extracts. A calibratCon curve showing the 
relationship between amounts of legumin and albumin standards and the 
length of the immunoprecipitates (rockets) formed are shown in Fig. 2. 
In sert Fig . 2 
LEGUM IN 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
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Fig. 1a and b. Determination of legumin and albumin contents by 
ro c k et i mm u no e I e ct ro p ho res i s . ( a ) ro c k et s ; 4 , 8 , 11 and 1 4 
a re I e g um i n stand a rd s , 3 and 5 a re pa rent 1-' 1 3 and 1 5 a re 
parent2 , others are F2
1s. (b) rockets; 3,"f,11 and 15 are 
al~umin standards, 4 1s parent1 , 8 is parent2 , others are F2 s. 
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Segregat ion of Round Vers us Wr inkled 
Th e present cross segregated f or the classic character round versus 
w r inkl ed seeds the expected 3: 1 ratio th e (572 : 187, 2 X 
0. 0295). From the standpoint of seed protein f ract ion s thi s major gene 
di fference complicated the analysis. The choice of parents was largely 
determined by results from a previous survey of over 100 P. sativum l ines 
which found that high legumin content was associated wi th round seeds 
while high albumin content was associated with wrinkled seeds. 
Furthermore, the wrinkled phenotype can be due to recessivity at either 
the r a locus on chromosome 7 or at the rb locus on chromosome 3. The r 
-a 
locus 1s linked to the structural gene for legumin on chromosome 7 
(Davies, 1980; Matta and Gatehouse, 1982), so it was necessary to 
establish whether the wrinkled locus of 086 was also on chromosome 7. A 
test cross between wrinkled (rbE_b chromosome 3, PI/G 305) and wrinkled 
( rr 086) showed the wrinkled allele of 086 to be of the r r type on 
-a-a 
chromosome 7. 
Generation Means and Standard Deviations 
The generation means with standard deviations of the four measured 
characters and sulfur index are given 1n Table 1. Seed weight 1s 
dominated by the R/r gene. Legumin and albumin percentage means 1n 
reciprocal F 1
1s were close to the midparent value although the direction of 
the cross had some bearing; legumin was higher and albumin lower when 
P2 was the female parent. In the segregating populations the genes for 
round versus wrinkled markedly affected the levels of legumin and 
albumin. As shown 1n Table 1 and seen in more detail 1n Fig. 3 higher 
legumin was associated with the round phenotype IB-) while higher 
albumin IS associated with wrinkled (rr) 1n F2 populations. This result 
differs from BC 1 populations (Table 1, Fig. 4), where in both Rr and rr 
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Relationship of legumin and albumin contents of ind ividual 
BC seeds . Results are e x pressed as the percentages of 
each fraction in the protein e x tracted from flour ; t rou n d 
(R-) phenotypes , 0 wrinkled (r r ) -phenoty pes. Corre lat ion 
coefficient r= -0.419 p < 0.01. 
Table 1. Means and standard deviations (SD) of seed and protein characters in various generations of the cross 
between Pisum sativum cv. Greenfeast PI/G086 and PI/G307 
-
Seed Seed Seed Legum in Atbumin Sulphur Sample 
Phenotype Weight Protein % 9.: 0 0 'O Index Size 
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
P 1 = 086 rr 295 19 20.6 1. 5 11.3 1.3 26.3 2.2 93 6 28 p2 = 307 RR 381 21 20.2 1. 5 38.2 3.6 18.7 1. 9 96 5 28 
F 
od6 x 307 Rr 389 16 20.9 1 . 1 25.8 1. 8 24.0 2.2 100 6 14 
307 X 086 Rr 357 10 19.9 0.7 29.0 2.4 21.4 1. 2 95 4 14 
F 
Ots X 307 rr 342 23 20.6 1.0 17.4 4.3 26.2 4. 1 99 12 34 
307 X 086 rr 349 28 22.2 1.2 19.6 4.3 23. 1 3.0 91 11 36 
086 X 307 R- 382 19 19.7 0.7 32.2 6.1 18. 1 3.4 88 12 35 
307 X 086 R- 398 26 20.7 1. 0 32.7 5. 1 20.5 3.6 96 13 36 
BC 
0861x (086 X 307) rr 292 16 20.2 0.9 13.6 6.0 27.4 4.5 99 14 20 
086 X (307 X 086) rr 349 23 21.4 1.3 12.6 5.4 27.5 4.9 98 13 13 
(086 X 307) X 086 rr 400 39 20.5 0.6 20.4 6.4 25.7 4.7 100 10 8 
(307 X 086) X 086 rr 370 25 20.4 0.9 14. 4 3.4 23.7 3.0 89 9 21 
086 X (086 X 307) Rr 294 19 19.3 0.6 16.4 5.7 26.0 4.3 97 12 25 
086 X (307 X 086) Rr 373 28 19.3 1. 2 15.9 3.2 27.2 4.2 100 11 17 
(086 X 307) X 086 Rr 415 39 19.2 0.7 19.0 8. 1 23.9 7.5 93 24 7 
(307 X 086) X 086 Rr 396 27 19.8 0.8 22.3 6.9 18.6 1. 6 80 9 24 
BC 
30~X (086 X 307) R- 363 35 19.7 1. 0 27. 1 · 5. 2 18.3 3. 1 84 8 20 
307 X (307 X 086) R- 359 26 19.7 0.7 28.2 3.6 16.3 1. 5 79 6 26 
(086 X 307) X 307 R- 378 25 19.6 1 . 1 21.2 6.7 19.6 4.0 82 7 36 (307 X 086) X 307 R- 378 21 19.8 0.6 23.5 4.6 19.6 2. 1 84 8 32 
~ 
Table 2. Generation variances, variance components and heritability 
estimates for seed protein characters. 
Generation 
p1 
p2 
F1 
F * 2 
BC * 1 
BC 2 
Legum in 
content 
1. 6 
13.3 
7.0 
64.7 
40.6 
35.4 
Variance Components 
0-Additive 106.8 
H-Dominance 16.4 
E-Environ- 7.2 
mental 
Heritabi I ity 
2 h narrow 82 
h2 broad 94 
32.0 
41.7 
0 
113.4 
10.2 
0 
92 
where E = (P1 + P2 + 2F1)/4 
Albumin 
content 
5. 1 
3.7 
4.8 
19. 1 13.5 
25.5 28.7 
10.3 
4.8 0 
48.4 60.8 
4.6 4.3 
8 0 
92 93 
D = 4F2-2 (BC1 + BC2 ) 
H = 2(BC1 + BC2 )-D -4E 
Sulphur 
Index 
42 
27 
29 
170 178 
192 222 
55 
186 159 
180 284 
32 28 
47 34 
93 94 
*. In the two generatio·ns segregating for round ( R-) versus 
wrinkled (rr), two variance estimates are given. The first is a 
combined estimate over both phenotypes, the second is for variances 
within the round phenotype. This leads to two sets of genetic statistics. 
j 
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populations two doses of 086 ( P1 ) caused lower legumin bu t hi gher alb umin 
levels. 
The Effect of the Major Gene Round Versus Wrinkled 
The variation in legumin and albumin content of protein extracts from 141 
individual F 2 seeds are shown in Fig. 3. For ·comparison, the mean v alues 
of these two characters for P1 , P2 and reciprocal F1
1s are also shown . 
Round and wrinkled F2
1s separate into two almost distinct groups. The 
pr~viously _established negative correlation between legumin and albumin 
content among diverse genotypes (Schroeder 1982) was again apparent in 
this segregating population, r = -0.513, p F 0.001. On the other hand 
the joint distribution of legumin and albumin within the genetically uniform 
populations (P1 , P2 , F1 ) resulted in correlation coefficients of r = -0 . 53, r 
= -0.50 and r = -0.56 respectively; all these estimates were statistically 
significant at the p F 0.01 level. Thus, environmental variation can cause 
a negative correlation between legumin and albumin. However, this is not 
the sole cause of the correlation 1n the F2 generation because the 
phenotypic variances of legumin and albumin are much greater in the F2 
generation than in P 1 , P 2 and F 1 generations (see Table 2). 
When the correlation coefficients were calculated separately for the 
two F2 subpopulations, . the round phenotypes had r = - 0.040 and the 
wrinkled r = -0.154, 1.e., they were close to zero and within these 
subpopulations legumin and albumin behaved like independent characters. 
This contrasted with the behavior of legumin and albumin in the BC 1 
populations (Fig. 4), which showed no difference in segregation patterns 
between round and wrinkled subpopulations. Two doses of P 1 ( 086) 
caused lower legumin but high albumin population means (Tab le 1) in this 
generation. In Bc 2 populations with al I round seeds, two doses of P 2 
(307) caused low albumin · and lower than expected legumin levels. A 
significant negative correlation ( r = -0. 657 p F O. 001) was observed. 
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Genetic Varian ces and Heritability 
In this cross legum in conten t i s contro lled largel y b y genes with addi tive 
effects whereas albumin content i s much more influenced b y dominant genes 
( Table 2 ) . For both legumin and albumin contents, the add itive componen t 
i s zero when the estimates are based on only the subpopulation of round 
seeds from the segregating generations. This arises because the variances 
of legumin and albumin contents in the F2 generation are markedly less 
within the round subpopulation than for the whole generat"ion whereas the 
BC.1 variances are not so affected. Compared with the F 2 generation , two 
doses of P1 (086) reduced the variance of legumin content but increased 
the variance of albumin content, possibly indicating a pleiotropic effect of 
wrinkled (rr). The character sulfur index was different to both legumin 
and albumin content. Its inheritance in this cross showed both additive 
and dominance effects. Further, when the data from the round seeds are 
considered alone, the estimates of additive variance and heritability are not 
different from those based on al I seeds. If legumin and albumin were 
independent characters, the variance for sulfur index in any generation 
should be predictable as the sum of variance of legumin content plus 
(3.1 ) 2 times the variance of albumin content. The theoretical estimates are 
248 for the whole F2 population and 162 for the round F2 subpopulation. 
The difference (248-170) arises from the negative correlation between 
legumin and albumin (Fig. 3). For the round subpopulations however, 
there was no difference between the theoretical variances. These results 
clearly support selection based on sulfur index. 
Discussion 
In Pisum, the two seed protein fractions rich 1n sulfur amino ac ids 
legumin and albumin, were previously found to be negatively correlated 
(Schroeder 1982) . Hences seed protein quality may not be improved 
simply by altering the proportions of the major storage proteins , i. e. , by 
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in creasing legumin at th e ex pense of vici li n. This raises th e important 
question, can the correlat ion be b r oken geneti ca lly and r ecomb inant 
genotypes be id ent ified and se lected th at comb in e hi g h legum :n with high 
albumin contents. 
The inheritance of legumin and albumin content in peas wa s studied 1n 
a cross in which the parents had similar protein content, but differed 1n 
seed weight, seed type, and legumin and albumin content ( Table 1 and 2). 
Seed weight and protein content were of lesser interest · in this study. 
Seed weight 1s important in determining yield and protein yield, but thi s 
cross was not set up to study this variable. Inheritance of protein 
·content has already been studied in more appropriate crosses (for example 
see: SI in kard, 1980; Weber, 1981; Swiecicki, 1981). Little variation for 
this variable existed in this cross. 
In this cross it was found that the genes for seed type (R/r) had a 
maJor effect on seed protein composition, namely legumin and albumin 
contents (Fig. 3 and 4). Variation at this locus also had a marked effect 
on estimates of the components of variances for legumin content, albumin 
content and sulfur index (Table 2). Out of a total of 141 F2 generation 
seeds four seeds with the round phenotype (circled, Fig. 3) were 
identified which apparently combine relatively high levels of legumin and 
albumin. No comparable phenotypes were found 1n the wrinkled F2 
subpopulation indicating the confounding effect of the rr genotype on seed 
protein composition. 
The combined high legumin and high albumin contents of the four F2 
progeny indicate that total sulfur amino acid content should be 
considerably increased 1n the protein of these seeds. Total sulfur 
estimates have been proposed as coarse indicators of S-amino acid levels 
(Boulter et al 1976). In this case, measurements of total su lfu r , 0.233% 
for the four F2
1s, 0.206% for P1 and 0.220% for P2 , indicate an increase in 
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S-amino ac id content in the f our F2 seeds. The mean v alu e of the relative 
sulfur indices for the four F2
1s was 126.6 . T hi s represents a substan tial 
increase over the values of 93 for P1 , 96 for P2 , 93.5 f or the F2 
populations and 93.5 ± 7.8 for the 45 lines of peas previously examined. 
The sulfur index ,s a function of the individual legumin and albumin 
determinations. While it affords a ready way of combining the maJor 
components of pea seed proteins into one comparative value an important 
reservation concerning the sulfur index and it ' s use ,n plant breeding 
needs to be stated. This is the assumption that there will be no change, 
quantitatively or qualitatively, in the protein composition of legumin and/or 
albumin when their proportions are altered genetically. 
High legumin high albumin recombinants were only found ,n the round 
R-F2 subpopulation, but because sampling procedures were destructive, 
progeny testing was not possible. This leaves open the question whether 
these four F2 seeds were 1n fact correlation breakers and whether they 
would breed true for high legumin and high albumin contents, and 
consequently higher S-amino acid contents. Further studies are needed in 
this cross and other crosses to confirm the existence of high legumin high 
albumin recombinants by non-destructive sampling of F2 seeds and progeny 
testing, or by assaying F3 families. 
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Abstract 
Effects of Applied Growth Regulators on 
Pod Growth and Seed Protein 
Composition in Piswn sat ivwn L. 
Hartmut E. Schroeder 
CSIRO, Division of Plant Industry, GPO Box 1600 
Canberra A.C.T. 2601 Australia. 
Plants of Piswn sativum L. raised from seed of an isogenic line selected 
from cv. Greenfeast were grown under glasshouse conditions. The plant 
growth regulators naphthalene-acetic acid, benzyl adenine, abscisic acid and 
gibberellic acid (GA3) were administered to developing fruits by daily 
injections into the pedicels of pods between 2 and 32 days after full bloom, 
thereby spanning the time of maximum protein synthesis. Changes were 
observed in growth rates and dry weights of pods at maturity. Total protein 
content per cotyledon increased in naphthalene-acetic acid, benzyl adenine 
and abscisic acid treatments. Legumin increased in response to 
naphthalene-acetic acid and benzyl adenine while vicilin increased in 
response to abscisic acid. The albumin content was not affected. 
Gibberellic acid (GA3 ) caused no changes in total protein content or in 
levels of individual protein fractions. The level of legumin was further 
increased by application of an equal mixture of naphthalene-acetic acid and 
benzyl adenine; this treatment also resulted in a marked increase in the 
albumin fraction but a considerable decrease in vicilin content. The 
results imply that hormones play a role in regulating protein synthesis and 
accumulation in Pisum. 
Keywords - Hormones - Seed - Protein - Composition 
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Introduction 
The occurrence of hormones in developing and mature seeds of many species 
has been firmly established (Bewley and Black, 1978; Letham, Goodwin and 
Higgins 1978). Little is known about the role of hormones in seed 
development and seed protein synthesis. This contrasts wi th the extensive 
knowledge on the hormonal regulation of enzyme synthesis during seed 
germination, particularly in the cereal, barley (see for example, Higgins, 
Jacobsen and Zwar, 1982). Seeds of Pisum are a . relatively rich source of 
auxins, cytokinins, gibberellins and abscisic acid (Eeuwens and Schwabe, 
1975; Burrows and Carr, 1970; Davies, Emshwiller, Gianfagne, Probsting, Noma 
and Pharis, 1982; Engvild, 1975; Engvild, Egsgaard and Larsen, 1978). Work 
on P. sativum and P. arvense has demonstrated fluctuating levels of these 
four hormones . during the course of seed development and some correlations 
have been made between high levels of one or other of these hormones and 
particular phases of seed growth and development (Eeuwens and Schwabe, 1975; 
Burrows and Carr, 1970). No attempt has been made to relate endogenous 
levels of hormones to the accumulation of pea seed proteins, although Davies 
and Bedford (1982) showed that exogenous abscisic acid did not affect 
storage protein accumulation in isolated pea embryos. Similarly, Dure and 
Galau (1981) found that abscisic acid did not affect the expression of 
storage protein genes in developing cotton seeds. However, hormones have 
been implicated in the regulation of seed protein synthesis and accumulation 
in other species. For example, in cultured embryos of Phaseolus vulgaris, 
phaseolin increased in response to abscisic acid whfle showing no response 
to indole-acetic acid, kinetin and gibberellic acid (Sussex and Dale, 1979; 
Sussex, Dale and Crouch, 1980). Similarly, the accumulation of the 12S 
protein in Brassica napus embyros in vitro was enhanced by abscisic acid 
(Crouch and Sussex, 1981). 
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This paper report s a detai ed study of the possible role of hormones in 
regulating the ac cumulation of seed proteins in Pisum. Exogenous hormones 
were applied daily to developing fruits until the end of the phase of 
protein accumulation and at full seed maturity the quantitative and 
qualitative effects of these treatments on defined seed protein fractions 
were determined. Naphthalene-acetic acid, benzyl adenine and abscisic acid 
each had specific effects on legumin and vicilin levels whereas gibbere llic 
acid treatment was without effect on these proteins. 
Materials and Methods 
Plant Materials 
Pea plants (P. sativum L. PI/G 086) were raised from seeds harvested from a 
population of our standard line cv. Greenfeast which, over a number of 
generations, had been selected for uniformity in terms of seedling growth, 
plant height, number of nodes to first flower, seed weight and protein 
content. Plants were grown in a loam-sand-peat moss mixture in 23 cm pots. 
A complete fertiliser was added to the mix before potting. From 5 weeks 
after sowing a complete nutrient solution was added to each pot once a week. 
Plants were grown in a glasshouse under natural light, the temperature range 
was 18°C (night) to a maximum of 24°C (day). Experiments I and II (twelve 
months later) were timed so that seed maturation occurred in long days (Nov . 
in Australia). 
Plant growth regulators and mode of application 
Plant growth regulators were obtained from the following sources: 
naphthalene-acetic acid (NAA) and N6-benzyladenine (BAP) from ICN 
Pharmaceuticals Inc., Cleveland, Ohio; gibberellic acid (GA3) from Sigma 
Chemical Company; abscisic acid (ABA) cis-trans from Hoffman La-Roche, 
Switzerland . 
- 3 All hormones ~ere made up as a 10 N stock solution. JAA 1 GA 
and ABA were dissolved in 1.25 ml ethanol (AR grade ) then made up to 25 ml 
with distilled water . BAP was first dissolved in 2 drops of 0 .2 j HCl 
before ethanol and water were added. The control treatment was 5% ethanol 
in water. An untreated control was also included in the experiment. Because 
the analysis of variance showed no differences between this control and the 
treated control (injected with 5% ethanol) in any of the parameters measured 
it will not be referred to again. 
Each treatment, including a 5% ethanol control, wis applied to 3 pods 
on each of 4 plants (12 pods total). Only pods on the main stem were used 
and stem branches and laterals were cut off throughout the experiment. The 
first two flowers were also removed and the next three flowers, referred to 
as pod position 1,2 and 3, were treated. At blooming of flower 6, both it 
and the apex of the main stem were cut off. Pruning of plants is desirable 
because it was found previously that number of stem branches and laterals, 
and consequently the number of pods, can vary from plant to plant. Hormone 
and control solutions were injected daily into the pedicel of pods from 2 to 
32 days after full bloom using a 50 µl (Hamilton 705) syringe. For the 
first 10 days 30 µl, and for the following 20 days 45 µl, were injected. It 
proved important to puncture both ends of the pedicels to ensure retention 
of the injected solution. If done carefully the same two holes could be 
used for the duration of the treatment. Flowers emerged at two day 
intervals. 
A second experiment examined the effect of a mixture of NAA and BAP 
(l0- 3M solutions of each, mixed 1:1) on protein composition. Control and NAA 
and BAP treatments were repeated, experiment II treatments involved 3 pods 
on each of 2 plants. 
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Seed harvest and protein analyses 
Individual pods we r e ha r ves t ed at full seed maturity. After seed removal 
pods we r e oven dried (90 ° C, 48 h) to dete r mine pod dry weight . Seeds were 
ai r dried to a mo i s t ure content of 6 .5 to 7. 5%. The seeds we r e then 
de-hulled and coty ledon weight sum of t wo cotyledons per seed, wa s recorded 
be f ore milling them to a fine flour. Except f or cot yledon weight , duplica t e 
determinations of all protein parameters were made on ea ch of 12 and 6 
samples per treatment in experiment I and II r espectively . Methods for the 
determination of extractable protein and legumin content are described in , 
detail by Schroeder (1982). Albumin content, as a percentage of total 
extractable protein, was measured by Laurell's rocket immunoassay (Weeke 
1973) using a specific antiserum against albumins raised in sheep. The 
antiserum was raised against an equal ~ixture of purified albumins from 
mature seeds of 20 lines of Pisum. Rocket immunoelectrophoresis of the 
albumin fraction results in a rocket with 6 to 7 precipitin lines. However , 
preliminary experiments showed that the height of the maJor line of the 
rocket is directly proportional to the albumin concentration in standards of 
pure albumins and in the samples tested (data not shown). Vicilin content 
was determined by calculating the difference between total protein per 
cotyledon and the sum of the legumin and albumin contents. 
Results 
Physiological observations, pod elongation and pod dry weight 
Observations on pod development indicated that the hormone treatments we re 
eliciting a morphological response. Pod growth, as determined by dai ly 
measurements of pod length, followed an approximately sigmo i d curv e (Fig. 
1 ) . 
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Insert Fig. 1 
Hormone injection into the pedicel had differential effects on the rate of 
growth and maximum length of pods. l'lhile growth of NAA - and ABA - treated 
pods was very similar to the control, different rates of growth at different 
times were observed for the GA3 and BAP treatments. A comparison of pod 
growth of GA3 , BAP and control treatments from day 7 to day 13 is shown with 
standard deviations (Fig. 1, inset). GA3-treated pods grew at a more rapid 
rate for the first 8 days and were longer than the control but shorter than 
BAP-treated pods at maximum length. BAP-treated pods had a similar growth 
rate to the control for the first 9 days but kept growing for longer and 
their final length was significantly greater than all other treatments . 
Because of these effects of hormone treatment on pod length (Fig. 1) the 
effects on pod dry weight at full maturity were also measured (Fig . 2). 
Significant differences in pod weight were observed. ABA-treated pods in 
position 1 were significantly lighter than all other treatments. 
BAP-treated pods were heaviest in all pod positions. GA3-treated pods were 
different in position 2 while NAA-treated pods differed from all treatments 
in position 3. There was no correlation between seed weight and pod dry 
weight in any of the pod positions. 
Insert Fig. 2 
The effects of exogenous hormones on seed proteins 
Developing pea fruits were treated daily with the hormones NAA, BAP, ABA or 
GA as detailed in Methods and at maturity the effects of these treatments on 
protein quantity and composition were determined. The parameters measured 
directly were cotyledon weight, percentage of extractable protein and 
legumin and albumin contents as a proportion of extractab l e protein. From 
these data the absolute amounts (mg per cotyledon) of total protein, 
legumin, vicilin and albumin were calculated. Except for cotyledon weight 
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each entry i n Table 1 and 2 is the mean of duplicate dete r minations 
( coefficient of varia tion < 3%) on each of 12 samples per treatment . The 
s tatistical analysis showed significant treatment and pod position effects 
but no interactions between either treatments and plants ( replications ) or 
treatments and pod position. 
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Pod position affected protein quantity and composit ion in seeds of pod 
position 1, 2 and 3 but response to hormone treatments wa s consistent at all 
3 positions. Percent protein, vicilin and albumin contents were essentially 
the same in all 3 pods positions (Table 1), but cotyledon weight, protein 
(mg per cotyledon) and legumin content of seeds at position 2 and 3 we re 
always significantly higher than in position 1. 
Insert Table 1 
The hormone treatments had signifi~ant effects on total extractable 
protein per cotyledon and on the storage protein fractions, legumin and 
vicilin (Table 2). No treatment had any measurable effect on the albumin 
fraction. Legumin content, increased significantly (at 0.1% level) in both 
relative and absolute terms in response to treatments with either NAA or 
BAP. In addition to their effect on legumin, these hormones also caused an 
increase in cotyledon weight and in percent protein and consequently 
resulted in more protein per cotyledon. Vicilin content increased 
sig~ificantly (at 0.1% level) in response to ABA treatment. Although 
cotyledon weight was unchanged by ABA, percent protein was increased 
significantly in this treatment. GA3 treatment had no significant effect on 
any of the parameters measured. 
Insert Table 2 
The extent to which legurnin, vicilin and albumin each contributed to 
the changes in total protein in hormone-treated seeds is shown in Fig. 3. 
The changes are shown as differences from the corresponding values in 
control seeds. The net increases in total protein content, as a result of 
'1 
Table 1. The relationship between pod position and seed protein 
quantity and composition. 
Pod position LSD 
1 2 3 0. 1% 
Cotyledon weight mg 400.5 412.9 418.0 6.80 
Percent extractable 
protein 25.07 25.27 25.35 NS 
Protein mg per 
cotyledon 100.4 104.3 106.0 1.90 
Vicilin mg per 
cotyledon 53.20 54.71 54.98 NS 
Percent legwnin 22.78 23.69 24.24 0.64 
Legumin mg per 
cotyledon 22.90 24. 73 25.73 0.71 
Percent albwnin 24.22 23.88 23.86 NS 
Albumin mg per 
cotyledon 24.31 24 . 90 25.27 NS 
Table 2. The effect of exogenous hormone treatments on seed protein 
quantity and composition. 
Control NAA BAP ABA GA LSD 0.1% 
Cotyledon weight mg. 412.9 422.3 417.3 413.9 405.5 NS 
Percent extractable 
protein 24.63 25.74 25.50 25.94 24.60 0.53 
l· Protein mg per 
cotyledon 101. 8 108.7 106.4 107.4 99.8 4.40 
Vicilin mg per 
cotyledon 53.87 55.21 55.12 58.14 51. 68 2.29 
Percent legumin 22.45 25.21 25 .15 21.98 23.79 1.38 
Legumin mg per 
cotyledon 22.85 27.43 26.75 23.66 23.78 2.04 
Percent albumin 24.61 23.99 23.05 23.83 24 . 38 NS 
Albumin mg per 
cotyledon 25.05 26.07 24.50 25.59 24.31 NS 
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1AA and BAP t reatments, were l arge ly due to i nc r eases i n legwnin, while the 
increased pr ot ein in the ABA treatme nt was largely due to changes in vicilin 
content. Trea t ment wi t h GA3 r e sulted i n a small, non- significant, overal l 
de c r eas e i n t ot a l prot ein, without a s ignifi cant change in any part i cula r 
p r ot ein fracti on. 
Insert Fig. 3a and b. 
Since treatment with either NAA or BAP resulted i n an inc rea se i n 
legwnin (Table 2, Fi g . 3a ) a second experiment was car r ied out to test 
whether these effects were additive when these two hormones we r e supplied i n 
combination; NAA-BAP treatment resulted in seeds with 26.1% ext ra ctable 
protein compared to the control value of 24.6%. This was equiva l ent to an 
extra 10 mg protein per cotyledon. Analysis of the seed prote in fracti ons 
showed that this increase in protein was due to an increase in both legwni n 
(10 mg) and- albumin (7 mg) with an accompanying decrease in vic i lin ( 7 mg ) 
relative to the control treatment (Fig. 3b). The increase in l e gumin 
exceeded the swn of the increments observed in the first and second 
experiment when NAA and BAP were applied separately. The control, and NAA 
and BAP treatment effects on legumin, albumin and vicilin contents of 
experiment II did not differ significantly from those of experiment I. 
(Compare Fig. 3a and 3b). 
Discussion 
In the present study I have established that exogenously applied growt h 
-
regulators caused changes in pod growth and weight and in s eed prote i n 
levels and composition in Pisum. The initial indication of hormone elicited 
responses was the observation that hormones, specifi cally GA3 and BAP, 
aff ected rate of growth, maximum length and dry weight of pods. Subs equent 
analyses showed that injections of NAA , BAP and ABA i nto the pedi cel 
resulted in changes in seed weight, seed protein and the p r opo r t ions of the 
storage proteins legumin and vic~lin; no significant changes ~n the albumin 
fraction were observed . Injection of GA~ had no effect on any of the seed 
J 
protein parameters analysed (Table 2, Fig. 3a). Some relatively specific 
effects were noted. Vicilin increased in response to ABA while NAA and BAP 
caused an increase in legumin. Legumin content was increased even further 
3 
(Fig. 3b) by the application of a mixture of NAA and BAP. · These t wo hormones 
apparently acted in a synergistic manner, since in combination they 
i ncreased legumin content to a level greater than the sum of" the increases 
observed when they were applied separately. This treatment also resulted in 
a marked increase in albumins but a considerable decrease in vicilin 
content. Analysis of the polypeptide composition of total protein and 
protein fractions of NAA-BAP treatment by SDS-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis showed changes which clearly reflected the observed 
quantitative changes in the individual protein fractions (data not shown). 
The change in albumin content is of particular interest, firstly because 
application of any of the hormones separately had no effect on albumin 
levels and secondly, because the concurrent increase of albumin and legumin 
breaks the very strong negative correlation between these two protein 
fractions seen in earlier experiments. This negative correlation (r = 
-0.76) was shown to be genetically determined and was consistent within the 
45 lines of Pisum examined previously (Schroeder 1982). 
Hormones were injected into the pedicels because this was considered to 
be the most uniform mode of application in closest proximity to the 
developing seeds. Previously it was found that wh~n 35 s(methionine] was 
injected into the pedicel the label was readily taken up and incorporated 
into the seed protein (Millerd, Thomson and Randall, 1979; Schroeder 1983 in 
preparation). The choice of daily injections was based on the finding that 
ABA had to be present continually to effect changes in the protein synthesis 
in Phaseolus vulgaris embryos in vitro (Sussex and Dale, 1979). The daily 
I . 
injec t ions, f r om 2 Lo 32 days after full bloom, in this experiment, should 
have ensured the continuous pre sence of hormones throughout the time of 
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synthesis of all protein fractions. Repeated foliar applications, addition 
of hormones to the liquid endosperm by injection in v ivo and hormones 
applied directly to the developing pod in lanolin had no effect on seed 
protein levels (data not shown). 
Developmental patterns relating to seed and pod formation and protein 
accumulation have been studied in detail (Beevers and Poulson, 1972; 
Millerd and Spencer, 1974; Pate, 1975; Millerd, Thomson and Schroeder, 
1979). Endogenous hormones have been measured in immature and mature peas 
and fluctuating levels of these plant growth regulators have been related to 
phases of pod, seed and embryo development and volume of liquid endosperm 
(Eeuwens and Schwabe, 1975; Burrows and Carr, 1970). No studies have been 
made to investigate the possible relationship between endogenous hormone 
levels and protein synthesis and accumulation. 
Exogenous hormones have been shown to cause changes in the rate of 
storage protein accumulation in P. vulgaris and B. napus in vitro (Sussex 
and Dale, 1979; Sussex et al., 1980; Crouch and Sussex, 1981). This 
raised the question whether exogenous hormones would also affect pea seed 
protein levels and composition. Davies and Bedford (1982) studied the 
effect of ABA on protein synthesis in cultured embryos of P. sativum and 
found that ABA had no effect on the accumulation of the storage protein 
legumin. In the present in vivo study, ABA also had no effect on legumin 
levels, but a significant increase in vicilin in response to treatment with 
ABA was found. 
In Pisum, levels of legumin, vicilin and albumins are 
genotype-dependent (Thomson, Millerd and Schroeder, 1979; Schroeder, 1982), 
but these levels can be markedly affected by environmental factors such as 
temperature and nutrient status (Millerd et al., 1978; Randall, Thomson and 
83 
Schroeder, 1979) . Exogenously applied hormones are anothe r such non- genetic 
factor and although changes in levels of protein fractions reported in this 
in vivo study are not of the same magnitude as those obtained in some in 
vitro studie s, the results nevertheless suggest that hormones can play a 
role in the regulation of storage protein fraction accumulation in Pisum. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Experimental results of the quantitative and qual itat ive ana lyses 
of pea seed proteins and the genetic analysis of protein fracti on s 
presented 1n this thesis, believe, will contribute towards a more 
thorough understanding of seed proteins of the genus Pisum. 
The development of improved and new techniques to 
quantitatively determine the albumin content namely, the clean and 
reproducible fractionation of the extractable cotyledonary protein into 
a globulin and an albumin fraction (Chapter 2) and determination of 
albumin content by rocket immunoelectrophoresis ( Chapters 4 and 5), 
combined with already existing techniques of measuring legumin and 
vicilin contents made it possible to study the pea seed proteins 
quantitatively in their entirety. 
The quantitative study of 10 seed protein and protein quality 
characteristics of 45 lines in Chapter 2 was set up so as to include a 
representative number of lines from each of four groups of peas, 
primitive or wild forms, field peas, and round and wrinkled garden 
peas. The seed protein characters measured were; cr_ude protein, 
extractable protein, globulins, albumins, and legumin content of flour 
and globulins. The protein quality characters measured were; total 
sulfur, protein sulfur, carbon to nitrogen and nitrogen to sulfur 
ratios. Variation in seed protein and protein- quality characteristics 
was examined and correlation coefficients were calculated between seed 
weight and 8 of the above characters. 
Results presented 1n the correlation matrix ( Chapter 2 ) 
highlighted the importance of the nutritionally desirable albumin 
fraction. However, the most significant finding was the significantly 
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negative correlat ion between albumin and legum in con t en t ( r = -0 . 76 ) , 
in none of the li nes ex amined was t hat corre lati on bro ken. Thi s 
result showed clearly that in plant breed ing attempts to improve t he 
nutritional quality of pea seed proteins, legumin content can no 
longer be considered in isolation, instead the major emphas is should 
be on the ·albumin fraction. 
The apparent significance of the albumin fraction , the lack of 
albumin characterisation at the polypeptide level, and the availability 
of pure albumin proteins from 45 lines of peas studied 1n Chapter 2, 
led to the investigations of the major albumins of pea cotyledons 1n 
Chapter 3. 
Albumins fractionated by SDS~PAGE resolved a large number of 
polypeptides ranging 1n molecular weight from 6000 to 92000. 
Densitometric scans of Coomassie blue stained gels showed that 
polypeptides of M 22000 
r 
and 8000 were quantitatively maJor 
components 1n all lines examined. In our standard line, cv 
Greenfeast, these major polypeptides together account for more than 
30% of the total albumin fraction. Both these albumins were found to 
be cotyledon specific proteins and polypeptides in the M 8000 region 
r 
were shown to behave as storage proteins during germination. 
Further, it was shown that the M 8000 polypeptides are particularly 
r 
rich 1n sulfur amino acids. Consistant with this , under sulfur 
deficiency conditions these polypeptides were markedly reduced. In 
cv Greenfeast, the albumin fraction made up 27% of the total 
extractable cotyledonary protein but accounted for 68% of the total 
protein sulfur. The M 8000 polypeptides accounted for 17. 5% of the 
r 
albumin fracton or about 5% of the total seed protein. However , they 
made up 35% of the protein sulfur of the albumins or more 
significantly 24% of the total seed protein sulfur. 
'"'n uo 
The data presented above indi cate th at , quantitat ively and 
nutritionally, the M 8000 albumin po lypepti des are th e most im portant 
r 
protein components of the pea seed proteins. For these reasons 
fu rther examination of this particular albumin species wou ld be 
desirable. 
Investigations of the M 8000 polypeptides are now progressing 
r 
- . 
to establish; firstly, whether these polypeptides are the same as the 
low molecular wei~j"ht, cysteine rich albumin polypeptides reported by 
Jacubek and 70 Przybyl ska Secondly , variant forms of M 8000 
r 
polypeptides have been identified in 2 lines of peas and these could 
facilitate the genetic analysis and possibly mapping of the structural 
genes for these polypeptides. Thirdly, cDNA clones for these 
polypeptides are in hand and these clones may be used to examine 
mRNA levels of this protein during cotyledonary development and to 
establish the number of genes coding for these polypeptides. 
In the discussion of Chapter 2 it was concluded that low and 
high legumin lines have a very similar sulfur amino acid content. 
Largely responsible for this similarity 1s the negative correlation 
between the two sulfur rich fractions legumin and albumins. This 
indicated that pea seed protein quality improvements by breeding 
would not be achieved by selecting independently for either high 
legumin or high albumin content. To be successful, the negative 
correlation has to be broken. The prospects of doing this, depends 
on an understanding of the joint genetic control of legumin and 
albumin contents. Therefore, the inheritance and heritability of 
legumin and albumin contents was studied ( Chapter 4 ) in a cross 1n 
which the parents had similar protein content but differed in seed 
type, legumin and albumin contents. It was found that the genes for 
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seed type had a maJor effect on leg umin and albumin contents, and 
t h is comp li cated the genetic ana lys i s and t h e interp retati on of r esu lts. 
However , at least four individual F2 seeds were iden tified w h ich 
showed the desired recombination of h igh legumin wi th h igh album in, 
showing that the negative correlation can be broken . Th i s 
combination indicated that total sulfur amino ac id con t ent in t he f our 
F2 seeds should be increased. This was supported by measuremen t s 
of total sulfur and sulfur indices values which· showed higher values ·, 
for the four F2
1s than for either parent. The question concerning 
the breeder 1s whether these F 1s would 2 breed true for higher 
legumin and albumin contents and consequently higher sulfur am i no 
acid content. Variance estimates from . the genetic analysis suggest 
that protein quality can be improved by breeding, but the required 
selection regime must take account of the genetic variations which are 
predominantly additive for legumin but largely dominant for albumins. 
Only further studies of the inheritance of legumin and album in 
contents 1n other crosses, sampling of larger F2 populations and 
following generations, and finally amino acid analyses of the protein 
of selected seeds, can answer the question of increased sulfur amino 
acid content. 
The question, addressed in Chapter 5, i s whether so ca ll ed none 
genetic factors, such as growth regulators, tan play a role in the 
regulation of protein synthesis and accumulation in peas. One needs 
to keep in mind that these factors are likely to be also under li ne 
specific genetic control. 
The quantitative analyses of seed proteins at matur it y was th e 
selected method of assessing the effects of f our exogenously app li ed 
hormones on seed protein content and composition. T he hormones 
.. 
I 
/, 
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used were NAA, BAP , ABA and Ga 3 . Pod growth was measured 
primarily because of the kn own corre lat ion between pod and see d 
119 d b d . deve lop ment , an o serve responses 1n pod deve lopment to Ga 3 
and BAP treatments indicated that hormones were eliciting a response. 
Ga 3 treatments caused no changes 1n seed protein content or 
composition but specific responses to ABA, NAA and BAP treatments 
were observed. While vicilin con t ent in creased 1n r esponse to ABA 
treatment, legumin content increased in response to NAA and NAP 
,. 
treatments. Changes 1n seed protein content and composition 1n 
response to hormone applications in this in vivo experiment were 
relatively smaller than those observed in in vitro experiments with P. 
vulgaris and B. 116-118 napus However, the resu Its suggest some 
interaction between non genetic and genetic factors which control the 
seed protein synthesis and/or accumulation. 
Questions that could be answered by further investigations are, 
1s the increase in protein fractions, of legumin in response to NAA 
and BAP and of vicilin in response to ABA, due to an increase in the 
rate of synthesis or prolonged synthesis of these protein components. 
Further, are daily applications of hormones for 30 days necessary or 
could application of hormones at specific times of cotyledonary 
development and for only short periods have similar eff ects . 
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I: 
ADDENDUM TO MSc. THESIS: 
Cotyledonary Proteins 1n Pisum sativum 
by H.E. SCHROEDER 
The following information, additional to the text of the thesis, rs offered 1n 
response to questions raised in one of th e examiners' reports. 
1) Gels presented in figures 1.1 and 1.2 (pp. 14,16) were done by myself in the 
course of the experiments. The gel presented in figure 1.3 (p.19) was kindl y 
suppl ied by Dr. T .J. Higgins CSI RO Division of Plant Industry Canberra . Methods 
of SOS-PAGE of globulins, albumins, protein body extract, leg umin, vicilin and 
lectin under dissociating and reducing condit ions in figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are 
described in detail in Chapter 2 (pp. 38,39), and reference No. 32 of that chapter 
(s ee p.45). PAGE of albumins under non-dissociating conditions (Fig. 1.2A) was 
performed according to methods described by Davis, B.J. (1964). Ann . New York. 
Academ. Sci. 121: 404-427. 
2) The origin of lines of Pisum, sources and methods of protein amin o acid 
analyses for each set of vicilin, legumin, a lbumin , globulins and tota l protein are 
listed at the bottom of each column by a reference n umber in Table 1.2 ( between 
pp. 11 and 12). 
3) In the final chapter (Conclusion) the following statement appears on page. 88. 
11 However, t hey [M "' 800 polypeptides] made up 35% of the protein sulfur of the 
albumins or more sfgnificantly 24% of the total seed protein sulfur". These derived 
estimates refer to the quantitative work reported in Chapter 3, and were obtained 
as follow s. 
Total sulfur measurements, by X-ray fluorescence spectrometry of globulins 
and albumins showed 0.422% for globu lin s and 0.896% for albumins, a total of 
1.318%. The albumin proportion was thus 68% of total protein sulfur (quoted in 
secti~§ 3.5, p.53). The albumin M "'8000 pol ypeptid es accounted for about 35% of 
the S label incorporated into thl albumin fraction (quantitation of the gel scan 
presented in figure Sb following p.53), representing 24% of the total protein sulfur 
( 35% of 68%). 
It shou ld be pointed out that t he gels and scans p resented in figures 5a,b 
were expected to give only an indication of the contribution to the total albumin 
sulfur of the various polypeptides.- This was clearly stated in sectior, 3.5, p.53. 
The results were taken to have demonstrated the relatively high nutritional 
importance of the M "' 8000 polypept ides. 
r 
4 ) The data presented graphically in Fig. 3a (p. · 80) from experiment I are also 
given in Table 2. (p .80). LSD 0.1% values for each protein are listed. Results 
from experiment 11 are presented only graph icall y in Fig . 3b and data from 
exper iment 11 were not analysed statistically. Fig . 3a, b, is a pictorial comp~rison 
of resu I ts of experiments I and 11. 
